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Over the past 12 years, the Congress has made sore tan
$' billion available for population progras in developin
countries, i major part of these funds has been used to finance
population programs of the. United Nations, private international
oraAnizations, and universities. Findings/Conclusions: Although
there has been a grouing aareness of population problems and
some progress in controlling then, birth rates mast fall faster
in order to achieve stability in world population. In the
countries stdied, contraceptive use was such lower than that
considered acessary for population stability. The Agency for
;nternatio1nal Development (ID) has focused on providing family
planning iformation and services, but it has not givo.
sufficient: mephasis to studies about linkages betveer fertility
and development. AID has revised its population policy to place
greater ephasis on social and economic change to influence
birth rates. This policy, and congressional Frovisions requiring
that development projects be designed to otivate smaller
families, have not yet been iplcrented. Sose constraints have
been: lack o an entity dedicated to integrating population and
development assistance, the variety of views within AID, and
insufficient development of organizational and financial
arrangements. ecommendations: the Adinistrator of AID s'ould
establish an organizational structure under leadership that will
emphasize integrating population and development assistance and
developing knowledge needed to carry out such an approach.
Development and use cf issiou-level expertise is essential for
this purpose. International, private, and voluntary
organizations should be encouraged to consider opulation and
development assistance relationships and the need to plan
prograas and projects accordingly. In the Sahel development, the
Administrator of AID should incorporate considerations of
population growth-development interrelationahips. surport
projects associated with reduced fertility, and encourage family



planainq in he context of aternal d child health programs.
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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Reducing Population Growth Through
Social And Economic Change In
Developing Countries--A New Direction
For U.S. Assistance
Agency for International Development pro-
grams to help sk;w rapid population growth
in developing countries have focused on
providing family planning services. There
has been progress but use of family plan.
ning services has not reached levels needed
to achieve an acceptable stahilized world
population.

Social and economic cnditions in develop-
ing countries encourage large families. Little
has been done by the Agency to structure
development assistance to influence reduc-
tion in family size. This report recommends
integrating population and development
assistance and discusses the difficulties in
doing so.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STI.Tr
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

B-156518

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report addresses the need for integration of the
population and development assistance programs of the Agency
for International Development in order to influence fertility
through social and economic change in developing countries.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Accounting
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act
of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

Copies of this reporti are being sent to the Secretary ofState and the Administrator, Agency for International Deve'.op-
ment.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REDUCING POPULATION GROWTH THROUGH
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS SOCIAL AND ECONONIC CHANGE IN

DEVELOPING COUJNTRIES--A NEW
DIRECTION FOR U.S. ASSISTAFCE

DIGEST

Economic assistance programs of the Agency
for International Development seek to improve
the quality of life of people in developing
countries. Voluntary reduction of birth
rates has played an increasingly important
role n this effort.

To this end, over the past 12 years the Con-
gress has made more than $1 billion avail-
able for population programs. Funds, techni-
cal assistance, and commodities have been
provided to support population programs in
developing countries.

A major part of these funds as been used
to finance programs of intermediary organi-
zations dealing with population problems
of developing countries--the United Nations,
private international organizations, and
universities. (See pp. 10 and 11.)

Awareness of the population growth problem
is increasing; there has been progress in
lowering birth rates. Although this report
is not a chronicle or evaluation of the
performance of the Agency's Office of Popula-
tion, the efforts of the office have contri-
buted significantly to these achievements.

However, birth rates must fall faster in
order to achieve a lower ultimate stabilized
world population. Many authorities advocate
seeking social and economic change that would
motivate people to have smaller families.
This would involve structuring appropriate
development programs to encourage a desire
for fewer children and would complement the
Agency's continuing efforts to increase the
availability of family planning services.
Historically, the Agency has focused on
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providing family planning information and
services. It has not sufficiently emphasized
the development of knowledge on the linkages
between fertility and development adequate
for designing country-specific development
plans that would encourage lower fertility.
Efforts to integrate population and develop-
ment assistance have been limited. (See
pp. 29 to 36 and 71 to 76.)

Most experts believe that 60 to 70 percent
of the reproductive--age women must use con-
traceptives to achieve population stability.
GAO did not find that use of contraceptives
approached this magnitude in developing
countries its auditors visited. Estimated
contraceptive use ranged from not more han
5 percent in Ghana to about 40 percent in
Colombia. (See pp. 15 to 28.)

The Agency h recognized that family planning
programs and Thformation alone may not reduce
birth rates in developing countries to levels
sought and that reduction in average family
size may be achieved faster when these serv-
ices are provided in association with develop-
ment programs and projects.

Accorditaly, the Agency's population policy
has been revised to place greater importance
on social and economic change to influence
birth rates. The Agency characterized this
"fiture irections" policy, announced in
Juiy 1Ji6, as a substantial change in empha-
sis. GAO applauds this policy change. (See
pp. 37 to 39.)

Recognizing the importance of relating popula-
tion to development assistance as recommended
by the Agency, the Congress, in 1977, added
section 104(d) o the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1961, as amended. The section requires
identification of the potential impact of
development assistance projects on population
growth and requires that appropriate develop-
ment projects be designed to build motivation
for smaller families. (See p. 40.)
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The Agency's new olicy and the provisions
of section 104(d) have yet to be implemented.
GAO identified potential impediments or con-
straints to doing so.

Historically, the Agency's Office of Popula-
tion has overseen and controlled or strongly
influenced the Agency's personnel with popula-
tion expertise and the use of appropriated
population program funds; there has beer
no entity dedicated to integrating popula-
tion and development assistance. A variety
of views exist within the Agency regarding
changes necessary to implement section
104(d). Organizational and financial ar-
rangements have not yet been defined suffi-
ciently, although they were under considera-
tion as a part of dn Agency reorganization
effort in process at the conclusion of GAO's
review. (See pp. 77 to 83.)

GAO does not advocate the reduction or dis-
continuance of the Agency's family planning
activities. However, it is time to integrate
development and family planning assistance.
Such action can only increase the Agency's
ability to help slow population growth.

The Agency Administrator must resolve
organizational and financial issues in a
manner that will insure the availability of
funds and expertise needed to obtain neces-
sary information and plan development
projects that will also encourage smaller
families. (See pp. 84 to 89.)

GAO recommends that the Administrator estab-
lish an organizational structure under leader-
ship that will emphasize integrating popula-
tion and development assistance and develop-
ing knowledge needed to carry out such an
approach. Development and use of mission-
level expertise is essential for this purpose.
(See pp. 89 to 90.)

Since .S. popula ion and development assist-
ance funds are provided to a large number of
international, private, and voluntary organi-
zations, they also should be encouraged to
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consider population and development assist-
ance relationships and the need to plan pro-
grams and projects accordingly. This is
particularly important in countries where
the Agency does not have significant assist-
ance programs. (See p. 89.)

The United States is involved i a multi--
national multibillion dollar long-range pro-
gram to develop the region of Africa known
as Sahel. GAO found that development plan-
ners were not giving adequate attention to
population growth and makes a number of
recommendations. (See pp. 69 and 70.)

Officials of the Department of State and
Agency for International Development reviewed
a draft of this report and basically agreed
with its principal thrust and conclusions.
The Agency:s written comments are included
as appendix VI.
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.HAPrER 1

INTRODUCTION

World population increased from 1.5 billion to about4 billion in the first three-auarters of the 20th century.The world population could double in less than 40 yearsat the present overall growth rate of about 1.8 Percent.Although many nations now recognize that high qrowthrates are impeding efforts to improve the quality oflife in developing countries, the United States has beenthe primary supporter of efforts to slow growth rates.

WORLD POPULATION GROWTH

For centuries high death rates countered high birthrates to keep the population growth rate fairly low. Worldpopulation did not reach 1 billion until 1830. Since thenpopulation has grown at an increasing rate, reaching 2 bil-lion in 1930 and 3 billion only 30 years later. This in-creased rate was due primarily to reductions in the deathrate with no corresponding decline in fertility. Suchconditions as malnutrition and disease which contributedto high death rates are being controlled through modern tech-nology. Mortality rates, particularly among the young,are lower than ever, and life expectancy is longer. Theseimprovements began earlier and have extended further inth? developed nations. For example, the President of theWorld Bank Group has pointed out that in the Period from1750 to 1850, the average annual opulation growth of thedeveloped and developing countries was uite similar (0.6)ercent for the developed and 0.4 percent for the developing)but in the period from 1950 to 1975, the rates were 1.1 ercentand 2.2 ercent, respectively.

Governments throughout the world are becoming in-creasingly aware of the rapid rate of Dopulation growthand its impact on the quality of life in developing countries.The 1965-75 decade has been characterized as the Periodof world awakening to the problems posed by rapid pouulationincreases and as the time durina which population-relatedactjvitis came of age. Prospects for an early stabilizationof world numbers, however, are dimmed because of "Populationmomentum." The high proportion of younger People in devel-oping countries is producing offspring at a faster rate thanthat at which older persons are dying, thus perpetuatingan unbalanced age structure. To achieve a stable populationlevel, replacement-level fertility must first be achieved.
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The President of the World Bnk Group has said that
even when replacement-level fertility is reached in a
country, it will take another 60 to 70 years to stabilize
the population. He stressed that each decade achieving
worldwide replacement-level fertility is delayed will
raise the ultimate stabilized population by 15 percent.
For example, if current fertility trends continue, the
world might reach replacement-level fertility in 2020;
this would result in a stable population of 11 billion
some 70 years later. If replacement-level fertility can
be reached in 2000, the ultimate population would be
8 billion, 3 billion less. About 90 percent of the in-
crease over today's level would be in developing countries.

Many authorities believe that population momentum will
cause the world population to continue to grow for decades and
to double, regardless of efforts to contain it. The Agency
for International Development's (AID's) Office of Population
said that a total stabilized population of substantially less
than 8 billion is possible if fertility falls at accelerated
rates and that replacement-level fertility is not a lower bar-
rier to fertility decline. It believes recent trends are en-
couraging.

CONSEQUENCES OF POPULATION GROWTH

Rapid population growth in developing countries
seriously impedes the already difficult task of improving
the lives of millions who live at or near subsistence
levels. Population growth often:

-- Places additional burdens on food production.

--Increases unemployment and migration to
urban areas.

-- Places additional demands on inadequate
health and educational services.

--Encourages political and civil disorders.

--Accelerates the use of natural resources.

--Threatens the Earth's ability to support life.

Population increases can also necessitate increased
food imports and related debt increases. In parts of the
developing world, declining agricultural productivity due
to widespread slash-and-burn farming, overgrazing, over-
cropping, excessive cutting of forests to provide firewood
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and ground to cultivate, and the expansion of desert
areas have also been attributed to opulaticn pressures.
One recent report concluded that, unless there is some
check on population growth, "there ultimately is no
solution to the world food problem."

U.S. officials have stated that population growth is
nullifying much of the investment in economic growth
and social progress in less developed countries, including
those assisted by the United States. Widespread evidence
of the effects of rap-d population growth on efforts to
improve the quality of life was noted in the countries
visited by GAO. For example, in Ghara, as early as 1969,
the government stated that "Ghana s now roducing more
children than it can comfortably povide for * * *." The
high growth rate in that country, however, still continues
at about 3 percent annually. In Pakistan, where population
growth is one of the most serious problems facing the coun-
try, the high growth rate continues at abott 3 percent
annually even though efforts have been made since the 1950s
to reduce it. (See ch, 3.)

U.S. LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES

Over the years the Congress has expressed concern about
the harmful impact of rapid opulation growth on developing
countries and on the effectiveness of the U.S. foreign
aid program.

The first legislative action in the field of population
assistance was set forth in the Foreign Assistance Act
of 13. Section 105 stated that "Funds made available to
carry out this section may be used to conduct research
into the problems of population growth."

Significant specific legislative actions since that
time included the addition in November 1967 of title X
to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended. Sec-
tion 291(a) of the title states:

"It is the sense of the Congress that, while every
nation is and should be free to determine its own
policies and procedures with respect to roblems
of population growth and family planning within its
own boundaries, nevertheless, voluntary family
planning programs to provide individual couples with
the knowledge and medical facilities to plan their
family size in accordance with their own moral
convictions and the latest medical information,
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can make a substantial contribution to improve
health, family stability, greater individual
opportunity, economic development, a sufficiency
of food, and a higher standard of living."

Title X provides for a range of proq:ams on popula-
tion growth.

"[It] includes but is not limited to dmographic
studies, medical, psychological, and sociological
research and voluntacy family planninq programs,
including personnel training, the constructing
and staffing of clinics and rural health centers,
specialized training of doctors and paramedical
personnel, the manufacture of medical supplies,
and the dissemination of family planning infor-
mation, and provision of medical assistance and
supplies."

In fiscal year 1968, the Congress began earmarking
development funds for population assistance. Earmarking
funds for title X meant that the funds were to be used
only for population assistance. If funds were not used
for the popule-ion program, they did not become avail-
able for other purposes.

It was the Congress' desire that the administration
more aggressively pursue population problems and give
high priority to family planning activities in its
foreign assistance programs. The Congress earmarked
$35 million of fiscal year 1968 foreign assistance funds
for title X programs. This amount rose to $50 million
for 1969, $75 million for 1970, and $100 million for 1971.

The Foreign Assistance and Related Programs Approria-
tions Act of 1972 specifically appropriated $125 million
for title X activities. For fiscal year 1973, the amount
provided was also $125 million. For fiscal var 1974, the
Congress combined the appropriation or uoulation and
health and specified that not more than 112.5 million of the
amount appropriated would be available for title X programs.
The amount speci ied for ponulation programs was not more
than $110 million for 1975, not less than $103 million
for 1976 (plus an unspecificed ortion of $33.45 million
for the transition uarter), and not less than $143.4
million for 1977.

Another legislative action--section 114 of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended in 1973--
restricted the use of funds for abortions, as follows:
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"Section 114. Limiting use of funds for
abortion--None of the funds made available
to carry out this part (Part I of the Act)
shall b used to pay for the performance
of abortions as a method of family planning
or to motivate or coerce any person to
practice abortions."

In the years since 1963, when the Congress took its
first legislative action in the population field, several
legislative themes have become evident:

--Assistance is to be given in response to specific
requests from less-developed countries, and the
aid is meant to supplement a country's own efforts.

--Assistance is to be given to those programs in
which individual participation is voluntary.

-- No particular population policies are to be
imposed upon foreign countries. Planning shcid
be the responsibility of each country, and U.S.
assistance should support the goals chosen by
each nation receiving assistance.

-- Assistance may be made available through grants
or loans, or both, including dollars for the pur-
chase of commodities in the United States and local
currency grants or loans.

-- Emphasis is placed on assisting the work of
international and private organizations.

-- Economic assistance should focus on critical
problems which affect the lives of the majority
of the people in the developing countries; one
such critical problem is population planning.

The Foreign Assistance Act, as amended in 1973, directed
AID to undertake far-reaching reforms in U.S. bilateral as-
sistance programs. The act gave priority to helping the im-
poverished majority to improve its standard of living and
participate more effectively in the development process. It
focused foreign assistance on the functional areas of (1)
food and nutrition, (2) population planning and health, and
(3) education and human resources development.
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The International Development and Food Assistance Act
of 1975 added the following new subsection to section 104
of the Freign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.

"(h) Assistance provided under this section shall
be used primarily for extension of low-cost, inte-
grated delivery systems to provide health and
family planning services, especially to rural areas
and to the poorest economic sectors, using paramedical
and auxiliary medical personnel, clinics and health
posts, commercial distribution systems, and other
modes of community outreach; health programs which
emphasize disease prevention, environmental sanita-
tion, and health education; and population planning
programs which include education in responsible
parenthood and motivational programs, as well as
delivery of family planning services and which
are coordinated with programs aimed at reducifa
the infant mortality rate, providing better nutrition
to pregnant women and infants, and raising the
standard of living of the poor.'

Still another subsection was added to section 104 by
the International Development and Food Assistance Act of 1977.

"(d)(1) Assistance under this chanter shall be
administered so as to give particular attention
to the interrelationshin between () nonulation
growth, and (B) development 3nd overall improvement
in living standards in deveiuninq countries, and
to the impact of all programs, projects, ani activ-
ities on population growth. All anpronriate ac-
tivities proposed for financing under this chanter
shall be designed to build motivation for smaller
families in programs such as education in and
out of school, nutrition, disease control, maternal
and child health services, agricultural production,
rural development, and assistance to the urban
poor.

"(2) The President is authorized to study the
complex factors affecting population growth in
developing ccintries and to identify factors
which might motivate people to plan family size
,,r space their children."

The circumstances that led to the enactment of section
104(d), which was effective October 1, 1977, are discussed
in chapter 5.
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AID has stated that limiting opulation expansion is
critical to improving the uality of life in developing
countries, and i views efforts to contain population
growth as a part of its congressional mandate.

U.S. EXECUTIVF BRANCH INITIATIVES

Over the years an AID population assistance organiza-
tional structure has evolved in response to expanding
funding and the increasing congressional concern about
the population problem. In 1966 AID created a Population
Branch in the Health Service of its Office of Technical Co-
operation and Research. A Population Service was also created
in AID's Office of the War on Hunger, established in 1967, to
provide technical guidance and leadership for AID's population
work. At that time population staffing was begun by AID's
regional bureaus in Washington and in AID missions and U.S.
posts abroad. AID's present population office was estab-
lished in 1969. In 1972 it became the Office of Population
within the new Bureau of Population and Humanitarian Assis-
tance and enfolded the geographic population sections formerly
within the icgional bureaus. In the fall of 1977, the Office
was placed in the new Development Support Bureau. 1/ (See
pp. 77 and 78.)

During 1970 and 1971, six major categories or goal areas
of population program activities were devised: (1) improvement
of demographic data, (2) population policy development,
(3) biomedical research to improve family planning methods
and operations research to make delivery of family planning
services more effective. (4) support for delivering family
planning services, including Provision of contraceptives,
(5) support for information and education activities, and
(6) support for training and institutional development. AID's
Office of Population is essentially organized around these
six areas, with a headquarters technical division responsible
for each area. 1/ Activities in the techinical divisions can
be in support ce either country and regional projects or
centrally funded programs. The headquarters divisions also
collect, analyze, and coordinate information.

1/In January 1978, we were told that bilateral program
management responsibilities would be transferred to
the regionial bureaus and the Office of Population
would retain an operations cocrdination staff to
facilitate the interface of centrally managed and
bilateral activities.
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Tne Office of Population also includes four eoqraphic
divisions--the Africa Division, Asia Division. Near East
Division, and the Latin America Division. The geographic
divisions, with expertise in their respective areas of
responsibility, act as liaison between the field missions,
the geographic and technical bureaus, and other organizations
engaged in population activities. (See footnote 1, page 7.)

AID's population activities are carried out in a variety
of ways--through project agreements with host countries;
contracts and grants with private voluntary organizations,
universities, and international organizations; and arranqe-
ments with other U.S. Government agencies. Also within the
Department of State, the Coordinator of Population Affairs
assists in the review and coordination of the foreign policy
aspects of U.S. international population programs ;rnd pro-
motes and encourages greater involvement in opulation
matters, particularly at the ambassadorial leve'.

Our November 9, 1976, report "Challenge f World Popula-
tion Explosion: To Slow Growth Rates While Improving Ouality
of Life" (B-156518), provides more detailed information
on the world population situation, how it is viewed, and
what is being done abuut it. It addressed (1) population
issues on a worldwide basis, (2) interrelationsh ps between
population growth and economic and social developrlent,
(3) governmental and other opinions on population growth
as a hindrance to development, and (4) population-related
activities including those funded by AID.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

This report reviews AID's population assistance activi-
ties and its efforts to lower rapid population growth rates
in selected developing countries. It assesses the need to
integrate population and development assistance, and the
obstacles to doing so.

In this report we built on our three previous reports on
the population situation frcm a worldwide perspective, in
Ghana, 1/ and in Pakistan. 2/ We visited the Philippines,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, El Salvador, and Colombia. We also
examined the extent to which population rowth considerations

l/"Impact of Populcation Assistance to an African Country"
ID-77-3, June 23, 1377.

2/"Impact of Population Assistance to an Asian Coiuntry,"
ID-77-10, July 12, 1977.
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were part of the Sahel development program and, in thisconnection, visited Mali, Senegal, and Upper Volta andtalked with concerned officials in Paris, France, andWashington, D.C. 1/

Generally, we talked with U.S. Ambassadors, AID missiondirectors, and other U.S. officials as well as representa-tives of active international organizations in the countriesvisited. In most countries, we also met with officialsof international and private organizations, with familyplanning related organizations, and with host governmentofficials.

Data in most developing countries are limited andsubject to inaccuracies. Some of the data included in thisreport are derived from estimates of various researchers,and there were often conflicts between sources. In manycases we used what we considered to be the most accurateinformation, or an average of the conflicting data. Webelieve the data were adequate for the purposes of thisreview.

1/Another GAO report, "The Sahel Development Program--Progress and Constraints" (ID-78-18), addresses the over-all program.
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CHAPTER 2

MAKING FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES AVAILABLE--

APPROACH USED IN FIRST 10 YEARS OF

U.S. ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The Director of AID's Office of Population, coauthorinq
a 1976 article, noted:

"As it became increasingly evident that the
principal key to rapid fertility reduction in
developing countries was the extent of avail-ability of the most effective ~eans of fertility
control * * *, the office * * undertook a setof initiatives aimed at exploiting this orinciple
to improve the effectiveness and efficiency offamily planning programs."

The authors also noted that they became "increasingly con-vinced that availaoility was ordinarily the dominantdeterminant of contraceptive utilization." This belief has
molded U.S. population assistance to date.

Over half of the U.S. assistance to help developing coun-tries slow population growth rates has been for centrallyfunded projects planned and managed by AID offices inWashington, primarily the Office of Population. Regionaland country projects, largely developed and administeredby AID field missions, with support from Washinqton, havereceived more than $300 million.

AID, through its Office of Pooulation, has given primaryemphasis to making effective contraceptives available and
to supporting family planning programs in developing coun-tries. Its family planning and biomedical and operationalresearch projects, which have received the bulk of te
population funds, directly support this emphasis; to varyinadegrees, many of its other projects have been keyed tosupport of the family lanning services approach to lowering
fertility.

CATEGORIES OF AID
POPULATION ASSISTANCE

Population assistance can be categorized in several ways.The following table shows assistance as nonreional (centrally
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funded), country, and geographic reaion, from fiscal year
1965 through 1976 and the transition quarter. 1/ (See as.
I, II, and TII for details of financial data.)

Category Amount

(millions)

Nonregional assistance:
Office of Population $401.5
Other AID Washington entities 9.3
AID operating expenses 34.0
United Nations Fund for Popula-

tion Activities 117.0 561.6
Country assistance 232.1
Geographic region assistance 73.9

Total $867.8

As the schedule shows, over $400 million of the opu-
lation funds has been under the direct control of the Office
of Population. AID's field missions generally have not
been deeply involved in the planning of these centrally
funded projects. Country and regional projects ure undertaken
and administered by field missions and regions, with the ad-
vice, consent, and assistance of the Office of Pooulation.
A relatively small portion of nonregional population projects
is handled by other Agency offices. for example, its Office
of Health.

Six goal areas for pp1opulation assistance

As discussed in chapter 1, AID's population work is
essentially focused on six goal areas. Through September
1976 it had categorized obligatiors for population assistance
according to goal area, as follows. Centrally funded, coun-
try, nd regional programs are included. (Through fiscal
year 1975, operating costs were listed separately.)

I/The cateqorv breakout of the fiscal year 1977 aporopriation
of $143.4 million was not yet available.



Percent
Goal Total of total

(millions)

I Demographic $ 75.9 9
II Policy 42.6 5

III Research 76.8 9
IV Family planning services 408.8 47
V Information 96.5 11

VI Training and institutional
development 134.0 15

Operating expenses 34.0 4

Total $867.8 100

Over half of AID's population assistance was obli-gated for family lanning services. About $150 million of
this sum was for contraceptives. In addition, most projects
in the biomedical/operational research and the information,
education, and communications goal areas are closely linked
to the direct family planning approach to population growth
reduction programs. Some projects in the manpower and insti-
tutional development goal area, particularly those providing
medical training, are also closely linked. Generally speak-
ing, demographic and policy goal area projects are more often
involved in a broader approach to the ogulation uestion.
Family planning services and related projects have thus
received project funds in three oal areas. and some of those
in the training area are directly related to roviding familyplanning services. Family lanning service related projectscould have received three-auarters of all AID population
funds, or ore.

AID officials feel that Droqress has been made in
lowering fertility but that the bulk of the task lies ahead.
The Director of the Office of Population has said that POnu-
lation assistance should extend through 1985 with the fundinalevel increased to as much as $250 million a year. He saidoverall U.S. population assistance for the 1965-85 eriod
"should be less than $3 billion." Through Sentember 1976,about $868 million had been obligated. The fiscal year 1977
appropriation brought the total to over a billion dollars.
The Director believes the approach taken by his Office over
the ast decade has been the most effective and should he
continued.
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Delivery of family planninq services
em hisize e O ffice of Population

We worked with Office of Population officials to cate-gorize centrally funded projects by goal area and found thatthese projects have also been concentrated in family planninaservices delivery. The following schedule shows the allocationof funds through fiscal year 1976, excluding the transitionquarter.

Percent
of total

Goal Total (note a'

(millions)

I Demoqraphic $ 32.9 9II Policy 21.0 6III Research 50.2 13IV Family Planning Services 215.5 57
V Information 24.0 7

VI Training and Institutional
Development 36.6 10

Total $380.2 100

a/Figures do not add due to rounding.

As this table shows, over 50 percent of Office ofPopulation managed funds have been obligated for familyplanning services and contraceptive supplies (goal IV).Additional funds have supported projects in closely re-
lated goal areas. From the beginning of its population
assistance, AID has emphasized the development and
strengthening of family planning services. The intent isto (1) provide and encourage adeauate availability of con-
traceptives and program services and promote the develop-ment of improved delivery systems for family planning
supplies and services and (2) provide technical consul-tation on program problems. According to AID, such
services, available at the reauest of host countries, areessential to the growth and expansion of family planning
programs.

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES DIVISION AND
OTHER _OFFICE OF POPULATION DIVISIONS

The Family Planning Services Division arranges deliveryof contraceptives a other medical equipment with the con-currence f the AID mission in individual countries, providestechnical onsultation to help resolve special problems
arising in the development of country rograms, and monitors
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grants to private organizations involved in population
programs. AID's strategy in providing family planning serv-
ices is focused directly on the delivery of contraceptives
and on reaching that part of the population in greatest
need of family planning services.

Other technical divisions

The Demographic and conomic Analysis Division's goal
is to generate and analyze demographic data to (1) measure
the impact of AID-supported family planning rograms,
(2) give officials of developing countries an understanding
of population problems, and (3) assist family planning
administrators in program design and implementation.

The Population Policy Development Division's basic
goal is to persuade governments to adopt and implement
population policies. Efforts are made to analyze and demon-
strate (1) the conseauences of rapid population rowth,
(2) the social and economic influences on fertility, and
(3) the effects of laws on pcpulation growth.

The Research Division supports a broad range of biomedi-
cal and operational research to develop new information
and improved methods of contraception and to disseminate
information.

The Information, Education, and Communication Division
supports projects helping developing countries evolve or
improve their population information delivery systems.

Finally, the Marpower and Institutions Division works
(1) to assist priority developing countries in training
competent family planning personnel and (2) to increase
the self-sufficiency of developing country training,
research, and data collection.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPACT OF FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS

IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

It is difficult to assess the impact of AID's family
planning assistance, started on a large scale in the
late 1960s. Authorities believe the world population
growth rate is down from the peak rate estimated at
about 2 percent in the early 1970s. AID has stated that
birth rates probably began falling in the late 1960s but
did not fall as rapidly as death rates until the 1970s.
The factors underlying the decline, however, are not clear.

Therc are growing indicators that progress has been
made in solving the world's population roblems. More and
more governments have removed barriers to family planning
and are instituting family planning programs; the number of
developing countries with family planning programs has
increased dramatically--from less than 20 to more than 50
since the United States entered the population assistance
field in 1965. AID has stated that its expenditures have
encouraged some 50 other governments to contribute funds
toward solving world population problems and that birth
control technology has improved rapidly during the past
several years.

However, it is important that growth rates fall faster
in order to achieve a lower ultimate stabilized population.
If current fertility trends continue, world population
might stabilize at about 11 billion in 2090 according to
the World Bank. Even in today's world of 4 billion people,
many are malnourished and lack education, adequate housing,
and health care. Excessive population growth compounds
the difficulty of improving the quality of life of these
people. (App. IV provides basic socioeconomic data on
the developing countries we visited.)

It is generally recognized that much work remains tobe done. According to the Office of Population, effective
family planning services are still available to less than
half of the developing world population (excluding the
People's Republic of China).

Despite the increasing availability of family planning
services, many authorities question the possibility of achiev-
ing population stability by the provision of these services
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alone. Furthermore, the extent to which family planningservices contributed to the observed fertility declines isgenerally unknown, although Office of Population officialsbelieve it to be significant.

LEVELS OF FAMILY PLANNING ACCEPTANCE

According to AID's 1976 population analysis Paper (seepp. 37 to 39), experts believe that to achieve populationstability 60 to 70 percent of reproductive-age women wouldhave to use contraceptives. We did not, however, find contra-ceptive use approaching this magnitude in any developingcountry. Our findings are discussed under the geographiccaptions beginning on page 19. Estimated prevalence of con-traceptive use ranged from not more than 5 Percent in Ghanato about 40 percent in Colombia.

Publications of the Population Reference Bureau, Inc.,and the Population Council included ~ke most comprehensiveinformation we found on contraceptivQ prevalence (thepercentage of married women of reproductive age usingcontraceptives--usually the 15 to 44 age group). An August1977 Bureau document, however, pointed out that the datahas several limitations and that surprisingly little infor-mation is available on contraceptive Practice over time. Thefollowing table shows the contraceptive prevalence data avail-able by year as compiled by the Bureau from a review of recentliterature. Two exceptions are the prevalence figure forSri Lanka and the latter figure for Pakistan which were ob-tained during field work. (Birth rates, growth rates, andother demographic data are shown in app. IV.)

Prevalence
Country (year)

Ghana 2(76)
Indonesia 19(77)
Pakistan 4(68), 5(76)
Philippines 8(72),22(76)
Sri Lanka 20
Thailand 10(71),32(76)
Colombia 31(74)
El Salvador 10(76)

On November 29, 1977, the Office of Population provideddata showing higher recent prevalence rates for the Philip-pines (32) and El Salvador (14). It believes prevalencein Colombia is probably not less than 40 Percent now basedon a reported prevalence rate of 44 Percent that excludes
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pregnant and infertile women. In addition, it believes
the rate to be 37 percent in Thailand. This ercentage,
however, excludes pregnant women. The Office also believes
that the rate for Ghana is higher than 2 percent but not
more than 5 percent.

Officials in the Office of Population have stated that
higher prevalence rates exist in certain countries, such as
Taiwan and Singapore, that were not included in this review.
In this connection, on January 25, 1978, they provided preva-
lence rates based on recent surveys for several additional
countries. We have not included the rates, as we have not
examined the related circumstances in the countries. We
noted, however, that the higher rates generally pertain to
the more developed of the developing countries--Taiwan, for
example. Furthermore, the rates may not be comparable to
the rates in the above table as they excluded pregnant wom-en.
Also, we became aware of serious uestions as to the validity
of the survey procedures and results in one of the countries.

The Population Reference Bureau noted that while there
is a contraceptive prevalence of about two-thirds in devel-
oped countries, in 29 developing countries, only 9 have a
prevalence rate exceeding one-third. We believe this indi-
cates the complementary roles of population and development
assistance and the need to interrelate them for maximum
fertility impact.

In this regard, AID's 1976 population analysis paper
states that family planning services and information alone
in developing countries may not suffice to bring birth rates
down to target levels, much less to stable population levels.
(See ch. 5.) The document Points out that, as emphasized
at the World Population Conference in 1974 and elsewhere,
for socioeconomic reasons many parents want three, four,
or more ctil dren at a minimum, even when safe, effective,
and affordable family planning services are available. In
Pakistan, we noted that not only is a limited number of
reproductive-age women accepting family planning, but that
the women accepting family planning -re those who already
have three or four children. (See pp. 37 to 39.)

The phenomenon in which acceptance of family planning
rises to a certain point then levels off has been referred
to as "plateauing." An AID population official in the Philip-
pines had developed charts showing what he believed to be
achievable plateaus of contraceptive use under several condi-
tions. His chart indicated a prevalence range of from 30
percent to 50 percent, with a full coverage deliverv system.
Such a system would include universal access to uality
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services, commercial and nonclinical distribution, integrationwith maternal-child health, good administration, and otherideal conditions. He also believed that to achieve prevalenceof contraceptive usage high enough for population stability,additional measures that would include linking family planningprograms to other development efforts would be necessary.
His chart also indicated that the greatest contraceptiveprevalence occurs witnin the development nd modernizationcontext.

The Population Council has also addressed the relation-ship between family planning programs and development programsand the limits on family planning programs in the absenceof an improving social and economic situation. A January1976 Council publication stated:

"It is likely that there is an upper limit to theimprovement in results in the absence of sianjficantsocial and economic changes that would increase bothmotivation for family planning and the capacity ofth co.,ntry to implement an effective program."

* * * * *

"Let us make it clear again that we are convincedthat the wider the range of development rogress,the more likely the decline in fertility with c.without a program."

According to AID, leaders in developing countriesincreasingly recognize that the reduction of populationgrowth rates involves not only the availability of familyplanning services but also the overall improvement of economicand social conditions, where the benefits of development arevisible to and flow more directly to the poor, and wherePeople can hope for a better future. The 1976 AID policyanalysis (see ch. 5) stated that historical evidence alsosuggests that reduction in average family size sufficientfor population stability can be achieved faster when familyplanning services and informat'or are combined with aro-priate development policies and programs. We found, however,,hat little effort has been made by AID to influence rnou-ltion through development. (See ch. 9.)

The status of opulation family planning programs forthe countries in the three geographic areas where we didfieldwork are described in the following pages. Summaryinformation on national socioeconomic indicators for theindividual countries included in this review is rovidedin appendix IV.
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African countries

Ghana

Ghana, with a population of about 10 million, has
recognized that its population growth rate, estimated at
about 2.7 percent annually, is impeding efforts to improve
the quality of life. However, in 1976, according to a Popula-
tion Reference Bureau document, only about 2 ercent of
reproductive age women were shown to be family planning
acceptors. (An AID Office of Population official believes
the rate to be higher but not more than 5 percent.) The
government announced a strong population policy in
1969, and in 1970 established the Ghana National Family
Planning Program. The policy noted that "Ghana is now
producing more children than it can comfortably rovide
for * * " nd that "unless birth rates can be brouaht
down to parallel death rates * * * children of the next
few generations will be born into a world where their
very numbers may condemn them to life--long poverty."
The policy called for a broad program, includina eff3rts
to lower mortality, expand female employment, encourage
family spacing or limiting, and provide information and
supplies.

Family planning services are available at some govern-
ment clinics and at clinics run by private organizations,
including the International Planned Parenthood Federation
(IPPF) affiliate, the Planned Parenthood Association of Ghana.
Our detailed observations and recommendations to AID on
Ghana's population situation and the effectiveness of projects
to lower the growth rate were initially presented in the
report, "Impact of Population Assistance to an African
Country" (ID-77-3), Jne 23, 1977.

In the report we noted several program operational
difficulties. For example, there were only about 140 active
clinics, 75 percent of which were in urban areas where only
30 percent of the population lives. At some of these clinics,
family planning was available only a few hours a week; and
commercial distribution of contraceptives was limited.

It is believed by Danfa project and AID officials in
Ghana, however, that before the majority of the population
limits family size, there must be socioeconomic changes
in adition to availability of family planning services.
(See pp. 34 and 35.) Such factors as government constraints,
coordination problems, and lack of knowledge inhibit effec-
tive integration of opulation projects with other development
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projects. AID has recognized that the present governmental

program is not successfully integrating efforts to restrain

growth with other development programs. AID hopes that imped-

iments to doing so will be overcome and continues to support

programs in Ghana, includina the National Family Planning

Program with its clinic-dominated approach and the Danfa

project. AID is also beginning a project for the commercial

distribution of contraceptives.

Sahel

The Sahelian countries of Africa--Chad, Mali, Mauritania,

Niger, Senegal, and Upper-Volta--are among the world's

least developed, least industrialized, and poorest nations.

Education is available to only a small percentage of school

age childrei, and health services are inadeauate. Assurance

of adequat'~ food supplies is a major problem. Family planning

programs n the Sahelian region have been nonexistent or

extremely limited. The population grew from 20.7 million

people in 1965 to about 27 million in 1976. The 1976 growth

rate was estimated at about 2.4 percent; extraordinarily

high birth rates have been countered, to some extent, by

death rates that are among the world's highest. Religious,

traditional, and socioeconomic factors encourage large

families. Higher growth rates are expected as development

efforts lower death rates.

Nevertheless, Sahelian governments have not identi-

fied population growth as a majoL obstacle to development

and have not initiated family planning programs or pro-

grams designed to lower desired family size. Some coun-

tries have indicated larger populations would be in the

national interest. In only two countries--Seneqal and

Mali--are there any family planning (child snacinq)

clinics; these are very limited in number and exist only

in the capitals. Chapter 8 discusses population growth

in relation to the Sahel developmeIt program.

Asian countries

Indonesia

In Indonesia, the world's fifth most populous cointry

with about 132 million people, the Government appears to

suoport fully the family Planning oroqram. The ooulation

growth rate is 2.4 percent according to the Population

Reference Bureau's 1977 World Population Data Sheet.
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Organized nongoverniment family planning activities
in Indonesia started in the 1950s. In 1967 a new Govern-
ment declared that family planning was acceptable, and in
1970 the basis for the current official program was
established. The family planning program is administered
by a nondepartment governmental institution responsible
directly to the President. The program, initiated on the
islands of Java and Bali, is being extended.

The Government's program budget for family planning
related activities rose from $75,000 in 1969 to $12.5 million
in 1975. The total during the period was $36 million.
External family planning assistance amounted to $48 million
of which AID provided about 23 million in direct assistance.

The Government's 5-year plan (1974-79) provides for
the expanded availability of contraceptives and accelerated
implementation of various incentives to lower fertility.
The plan calls for reaching 9 million new acceptors during
the period; about 40 percent were reached in the first
2 years. The overall population program objective is to
halve the present approximate birth rate of about 38 per
1,000 people by the year 2000. AID mission officials
stated that it will be necessary for about 58 percent of
all married women of reproductive age to use contraceptives
if the goal is to be reached. The number of these women
using contraceptives in 1977 was estimated to be 19 percent.
In January 1978, an Office of Population official stated
that the rate for fertile, nonpregnant women was 28 percent
in Java and Bali and as high as 39 percent within these
areas where the program was particularly intense.

AID officials believe that there has been no major
economic change in Indonesia. They attribute the indicated
decline in the fertility rate to the provision of family
planning services within the framework of (1) a supportive
organization, (2) strong government leadership, and (3) so-
cial changes, such as the changing role of women. Documents
provided by AID, however, point out that formidable tasks
are still ahead since the "ideal" family remains above
four children.

Pakistan

Family planning efforts were first started in Pakistan
by a private voluntary organization in 1953. The Govern-
ment of Pakistan initially supported family planning in
its first 5-year plan (1955-60). Sincoe that time about
$164 million, including about $59 million provided by the
United States, has been devoted to lowering the fertility
rate.
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In July 1973 the Government restructured the program.
Major features of the new approach, generally referred to
as the expanded population planning program, included a
system of continuous motivation and a contraceptive
inund n effort. The inundation element of the Program,
incorporated in fiscal year 1974 and financed by AID, had
the objective of making contraceptives more widely available
than ever before at prices even the poorest could afford.

Growth rate reduction objectives, however, have not
been met. akistan, with a population of about 73 million,
still has a grcwth rate of about 2.9 percent which is one
of the country's most serious problems. Only about 5 per-
cent of the married nonpregnant women are believed to be
using some contraceptive method or to ha'e been sterilized--
about the same percentage as was reported in 1969. An AID
contract evaluation team recently reported that the family
planning program is not working. The social, economic,
and cultural norms of a largely subsistence-level society
and the lack of adequate commitment and support by
the Government appear to be the primary causes of proqram
difficulties.

In our report on the program 1/ we stated that the
unimpressive results of the expanded program, particularly
the innudation effort, were attributable in part to AID's
encouraging and entering into the program (1) without
adequate assurances of Pakistan Government willingness and
capability to carry out the program and (2) with little
attention to the circumstances that would be necessary
for potential parents to desire smaller families and use
family planning services.

We recommended in our report that the Administrator
of AID reassess the advisability of continuing family
planning assistance to developing countries (1) which do
not have a management system and an information system
in existence (or actively under development) sufficient
to provide reasonable assurance that program objectives
are being met or (2) whose Government and institutions
have not demonstrated a willingness and capability to
carry out the program.

1/"Impact of Population Assistance to an Asian Country"
(ID-77-10), July 12, 1977.
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Philippines

Population growth is a major obstacle to improving the
quality of life in the Philippines. In 1975 the Philippine
population was estimated to be nearly 43 million. Its growth
rate is about 2.7 percent. At this ra"e, the population
would double shortly after the year 206n, placing enormous
strains on economic development.

The Philippine Government recognizes the seriousness
of th:? population problem and has shifted from a ronatal
policy to an increasingly comprehensive, noncoercive family
planning program. Through fiscal year 1975, $59 million
was provided for public and private population efforts, of
which $14.3 million was provided by the Government and
$36 million by AID.

Under the Philippine population program, the number
of clinics offering family plannirng services increased
from 10 in 1970 to about 2,600 in 1976. The population
growth rate, however, continues a: a high level. Te
number of new participants in the clinic-based family
planning program has reached a plateau in recent years,
but the program is bing expanded into a full coverage
system to reach the rural majority. On August 30, 1977,
the AID Administrator approved a population planning
project paper for a grant of $13.5 million to e devoted
to achiexing low-cost, councry-wide rural and urban
distribution of family planning services over a 4-year
period.

While the Philippine Government believes that full
coverage will help reduce the growth rate to about 2.1 per-
cent by 1980, the AID mission views this goal as "ambitious"
and estimates that it may reduce the growth rate to only
about 2.5 percent by then and to 2 percent by the year 2000.

The Philippine Governient estimated about 20 percent
of married women of reproductive age were using contracep-
tives in 1975, up from only 1 percent in 1970. The preva-
lence rate was about 22 percent in 1976, according to the
Population Reference Bureau. According to AID, another
source shows a rate of 32 Percent for 1977. The Government
hopes that ull coverage will increase the continuous
user rate to about 35 ercent. It appears that the number
of desired children, however, remains high. According to
the mission, a three-child family average may be attain-
able by 1990 if full coverage is supplemented by efforts
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to achieve greater social support for lowered fertility.
(See also pp. 74 and 75.)

Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka (Ceylon), with a population of about 14 mil-
lion in 1976, has experienced a major decline in its popula-
tion growth rate. The rate decreased from about 2.8 percent
in 1953 to the current estimate of about 2 percent. At this
rate, the population would double in 35 years. The current
contraceptive prevalence rate is estimated to be about 20 er-
cent.

The Family Planning Association of Sri Lanka, now an
affiliate of the IPPF, was founded in 1953. The government-
supported program started in 1965, but it was not until
1973 that contraceptives became readily available. AID does
not directly support the effort due to sensitivities sur-
rounding the issue, although organizations the United States
supports, such as the United Nations Fund for Population Ac-
tivities (UNFPA) and IPPF (through its affiliate), do supply
funding.

It is believed that socioeconomic improvements have
played a significant role in reducing Sri Lanka's birth rate.
A Cornell University staff paper concluded that, while the
family planning program has achieved some success, it has not
been sufficient to account for much of the fertility decline
noted. It stressed that the program's success indicated
that basic social and economic preconditions to a reduction
in fertility were being met.

Following World War II, Sri Lanka initiated a number
of social welfare programs that, reportedly, have contributed
to lowered fertility, albeit unintentionally- These include
food and transportation subsidies, free education and health
services, land reform, and fiscal policies (tax restructure).
These programs are thought to have irdirectly reduced fer-
tility by affecting some of the more important socioeconomic
determinants of fertility--income, status of women, age at
marriage, and infant mortality. The average marriage ae has
increased, and the economic utility of children has decreased.
Government social welfare programs appear to have created a
positive environment for fewer births. Under these condi-
tions, the worsening economic situation and hiah une Dloyment
is believed to have motivated couples to pcstpone marriage
and to have fewer children. The nature and extent of the
linkage between all these forces and fertility behavior,
however, is not yet known. (See pp. 43 and 44.)
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The Government of Sri Lanka has recognized the problems
facing the nation and has called or renewed emphasis on
family planning services and for wider coverage for these
services.

Thailand

The population of Thailand is estimated to have more
than doubled between the end of World War II and 1976--from
17.6 million to 44.4 million. The annual growth rate is
about 2.4 percent. To cope with the problem, the Royal Thai
Government initiated a formal population policy in 1970, al-
though some efforts were previously underway. The program
has concentrated on the delivery of family planning services,
primarily through health facilities. According to one 1975

report, the effort has achieved a rate of family olannina
acceptance that is exceeded by only four or five developing

countries. Because Thai culture seems unusually receptive
to family planning, t is believed that for the next few

years more new acceptors can be recruited by extending the
delivery system. Contraceptive prevalence is about 32 per-
cent.

In a May 10, 1977, report, "AID Population and Family
Planning Program in Thailand," the Department of State
Inspector General of Foreign Assistance stated:

"We found that AID's grant assistance has played
an important role in the development and operation
of the successful RTG [Poyal Thai Government]
program that has reduced the population growth from
3.1 percent in 1970 to 2.2 percent at the end of 976.
The RTG has an effective organization to manage the
population program, an excellent training program,
and the capability of assuming the responsibility
for funding the program at the end of FY 1978. The
RTG plans to extend family planning services to
remote rural areas with the objective of reducing
the population growth rate to 2.1 percent or lower
in 1981. Present estimates indicate that a growth
rate of 2.1 percent will be achieved in a year or
two, well ahead of schedule."

The Thai Government's financing of the roqram rose
from $486,000 in 1969 to $2.7 million in 1975, with a total
for tne period of $11.2 million. External assistance for
the period 1967 through 1975 amounted to about $15 million,

about $11 million of which was provided by AID.
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Latin American countries

Colombia

Colombia's population growth is still a serious problem
even though the growch rate has been reduced from over 3 Der-
cent in the mid-1960s to about 2.5 percent, according to the
Population Reference Bu;reau (2.2 percent according to other
source data--see app. IV.). Population growth reduction pro-grams have been considered highly successful. The contracep-
tive prevalence rate was estimated by the Population Reference
Bureau to have been 31 percent in 1974. AID's Office of Popu-
lation believes the current rate is probably not less than 40
percent. (See p. 16.)

The birth rate declined from 43.7 per thousand in 1965
to 33 per thousand in 1973. This rapid decline in fertility
during a period of active family lanning efforts and of
social and economic change gave rise to consideration ofthe relative extent to which these conditions resulted in
an increase in demand for and use of such services.

A committee, formed to assess this matter, used two
mathematical models in its research. One model estimated
that a minimum of 39 percent and a possible maximum of 62
percent of the decline in fertility from 1964 to 1975 was
due to organized family planning programs. The other
model gave a single estimate, attributing 44.1 percent of
the decline to family plannina programs.

We believe these results demonstrate the complementaryroles of efforts to make family planning services available
and to bring about social and economic change. In fact sorle
development projects have taken the population issue in
Colombia into consideration. For example, in a small farmer
training proQram, volunteers trained as community level
leaders are prepared to introduce responsible parenthood
ideas as well as agricultural information to the rural Door.

The total population in 1970 was 21 million; by 1976 it
had increased to 24.1 million. A: a growth rate of 2.2 er-
cent, population would double in 32 years. Financiai assis-
tance for population activities from 1967 to 1975 has amountedto about $29.8 million, over $9 million of which was provided
by the Colombian Government and over $3.1 million bv AID.
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Family planning programs in Colombia started in themid-1960s. The medical profession took the lead by sponsor-
ing seminars, research, and later providing family planningservices. Family planning programs have been implementedprimarily by three organizations. Total active users inthe organized family planning programs have increased from
31,200 in 1967 to 853,200 in 1976.

El Salvador

El Salvador, the smallest of the Central American
republics, is the second most populous country in thegeographic region. Its total population increased fromabout 3 million in 1966 to 4.2 million in 1975. In 1976the contraceptive prevalence rate was about 10 percent,according to the Population Reference Bureau; according toAID the rate was about 14 percent.

The growth rate %-.'ch has decreased since 1966 from3.5 percent to a current estimated rate of 3.2 percent
is having a negative effect on the country's economic andsocial development. At the current estimated rate, popula-tion would double in 22 years.

External foreign financial support to family planningin E1l Salvador totaled $8.1 million between fiscal years1966 and 1975, $3.3 million of which was provided by AID.Some family planning services were provided as early as 1962.There is an active IPPF affiliate. In 1968 the Ministry ofHealth initiated a program to integrate family planning withthe Mother/Child Health program. These early programs, how-ever, did not significantly reduce the growth rate, and be-cause of the continuing high growth rate the government
initiated its Integral Population Policy in October 1974.The policy addresses areas such as nutrition, morbidity andmortality rates, employment, population distribution, andwomen in development. It appears to have improved th? co-ordination among host government organizations, the AID mis-sion, and private organizations.

A National Fertility Survey that was carried out in
metropolitan, urban, and rural areas surveyed a total of2,215 women of fertile age (15 to 49 years). Some of theresults of this study follow:
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--The number of women (15 to 49 years) that usedcontraceptives at the time of the survey (activeusers) was 14.2 percent. The percentage ofactive users was 29.2 percent in the metropoli-tan areas; 15.8 percent in the urban areas; and
9.1 percent in the rural areas. The most commonmethods of contraception used were surgical
sterilization, pills, and intrauterine devices(IUDs). The survey showed that 71 percent of
the women sterilized and 59 percent of thoseusing the pill had obtained these services atthe government clinics; whereas women usingintrauterine devices had obtained them throughother sources.

-- Of the total active users, the largest amount(32 percent) was in the 30 to 34 year age group.Approximately one out of every five women inthe 25 to 29 and 35 to 39 age groups were activeusers. The most widely used method by womenup to 24 years of age was the pill, but steriliza-tion was the most used method among women afterthey reached their 25th birthday

AID has participated in family planning efforts since 1966.Currently it has project agreements with three entitiesil El Salvador. These projects provide for a number offamily planning activities including demographic data collec-tion.
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CHAPTER 4

NEED FOR EXPANDED APPROACH

TO POPULATION GROWTH PROBLEMS RECOGNIZED

In recent years, elements of the foreign assistance
community have become increasingly aware of the need to
seek solutions to population growth problems within the
broader context of social and economic change. In many
countries, families view a large number of children as
economically and socially beneficial, although popula-
tion growth impedes national development. There is an
increasing awareness that family planning technical advice
and assistance alone may not resolve this dilemma andthat there is a need for social and economic change that
would make families want fewer children.

The United Nations designated 1974 as World Population
Year and sponsored the World Population Conference in
Bucharest, Romania, in August. It was the first such meeting
of government representatives addressed to the relationship
of basic demographic problems and economic and social de-
velopment, and it brought together representatives of inde-
pendent countries with varying perspectives. At the United
Nations-sponsored International Women's Year Conference
in 1975 the importance of making family planning services
available and of advancing the status of women was discussed.
At both conferences, a number of countries stressed that
projects designed specifically to lower fertility should
not be considered substitutes for social and economic
development efforts.

INTERNATIONAL FORUMS

In a comprehensive report on the World Population
Conference, the Population Council stated that development
was in a sense the dominant theme and that issues related
to it permeated all discussions.

The Council's report included a discussion of theactivities of the conference committee charged with
examining problems related to population change and socio-
economic development. The committee reached a general
consensus that population policies should be an integral
part of, but never a substitute for, development policies.
Three points stressed by a number of committee members
were particularly noteworthy.
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-- Sufficient allowance should be made for relevantpopulation variables in the formulation ofdevelopment plans and policies.

--Development strategies should be shaped to accom-modate both the built-in momentum of population
growth and the long periods of time requiredto affect population trends.

-- Special emphasis should be placed on promotingsocioeconomic development among poorer populationswhich usually have higher birth rates.

Although the committee generally agreed that popula-tion growth and social and economic development areclosely interrelated and that the main roblem is under-development, differing views arose during the debates.The Council placed these views and national positions
in four categories.

One group of countries held that:

-- Growing numbers of people can readily beaccommodated.

--Rapid population growth is a positive forcefor economic and social development.

-- The so-called population problems are
actually problems of unequal distribution
of world wealth and resources.

-- Fertility will eventually decline, oce
there is true social and economic develop-
ment.

--Population policies su-h as family planning
are being urged upon poor countries to per-petuate inequality and to divert attention fromthe true issues of development.

Most East European countries attributed Third Worldpopulation problems tu international colonialism, neo-colonialism, and imperialism. They expressed the viewthat the Third World is being exploited by the capitalist,developed countries and that there is no need for popula-tion policies per se.
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India, Egypt, Mexico, Yugoslavia, Italy, and some
Latin American and African countries recognized that some
countries do have population prolens that hinder their
social and economic growth. This group attributed the prob-
lems primarily to poverty, poor health, high mortality,
and lack of education and concluded that the primary solu-
tion to rapid population growth problems is rapid social
and economic development. It advocated a new international
economic order.

A fourth group of countries--most of Asia, most of
Western Europe, and the United States--held that serious
social and economic problems in many countries continue
despite strenuous efforts to develop and that while rapid
population growth is not the cause of these continuing
problems, it intensiies their effects. These countries
believe that both r .d social and economic development
and strenuous ppulation policies and programs are required
to bring population growth rates into balance with rates
of economic and reeource development. These approaches
were seen as complementary to the furtherance of human
welfare, with neither sufficient on its own.

The Honorable Imelda R. Marcos, a leader in the
Philippines' efforts to slow its population growth rate,
expressed the views of a number of developing nations
in a 1976 address to the World Population Society. She
stressed that those involved in population assistance
must remember t.ct "* * * the central purpose and ultimate
end of [their] efforts is the human being, his life and
the improvement of that life" and that "* * * the population
problem * * * has to do not only with the number of people
but with the scarcity and maldistribution of resources."

The United Nations' International Women's Year Confer-
ence held in Mexico in June 1975, with its central themes
of equality, development, and peace, was attended by repre-
sentatives of about 135 countries. While advocating a woman's
right to determine the number and spacing of her chil'ren,
it was stated that results of mobilizing women fully into
economic production culd include increased output, more
rapid economic growth, and smaller families.

Forums such as these and the body of research, experi-
ence {see ch. 3) and knowledge accumulated on family planning
and development over the years indicate a need for a broader
and more ambitious approach to the population problem than
has traditionally been the case. In 1976, AID analyzed
its own population assistance program and concluded new
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directions ere needed if population growth is to be slowed
significantly. (See ch. 5.)

POPULATION ASSISTANCE APPROACHES

Title X of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
amended, after recognizing that " * * * while very nation is
and should be free to determine its own policies and proce-
dures with respect to problems of population growth and
family planning * * *," continues b stating

" * * * voluntary family planning programs to pro-
vide individual couples with the knowledge and
medical facilities to plan their family size in
accordance with their own moral convictions and
the latest medical information, can make a sub-
stantial contribution to improve health, family
stability, greater individual opportunity, econo-
mic development, a sufficiency of food, and a
higher standard of living."

Thus, population assistance to date has been focused mainly
on family planning medical and informational programs as
described in chapter 2.

Traditionally, efforts have been made to reduce the
population growth rate by the direct provision of family
planning services as a discrete program and by the provision
of family planning services in conjunction with other programs
(a form of integration often referred to as piggy backing),
principally health, nutrition, and related programs. AID's
Office of Poptlation is promoting integration of this nature
where it is considered practical since use of available
infrastructures frees more funds for direct family planning
services. Most family planning programs are still clinic-
based, although the Office of Population believes contracep-
tives must also be made available at the village and household
levels.

The form of integration addressed in this report is
through projects that result in social and economic change
that reduce the desire for large numbers of children and
consequently create a demand for family planning services.
Little progress in this form of integration has been made
to date, as shown in chapter 9. The following examples show
the few, more innovative approaches to the population problem
that we have noted in our recent population work.

Pakistan

The Government of Pakistan has noted the link between
social and economic development and fertility and has
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undertaken efforts to plan its development program to help
reduce the birth rate. Its expanded population planning
program provided for a wider development-oriented approach,
recognizing that social and economic change could moderate
or eliminate the desire for additional children and thereby
crPate a demand for family planning services. A Demographic
Policy and Action Research Center was established to explore
national policy options that would encourage smaller families.
AID has assisted these efforts in several ways. In 1975 AID-
sponsored consultants of the Interdisciplinary Communications
Program (a private organization associated with the Smith-
sonian Institution) analyzed preliminary staff papers to
determine the probable demographic impact of the country's
fifth development plan (1975-80). As a result of the analysis,
the consultants made some recommendations concerning develop-
ment and population for use by the government in the prepara-
tion of the plan.

In January 1976 the AID mission began requiring that
all new development projects in Pakistan include a popula-
tion impact statement assessing the rect of the project
on fertility and mortality. It was hoped that the impact
statement would increase the probability of modifying proj-
ects which were not sufficiently sensitive to demographic
variables and make the AID mission staff more aware of
the importance of considering demographic variables when
planning new projects.

The AID mission has also supported the establishment
of a population section in the Pakistan Institute of
Development Economics. The function of the section is
to (1) assess what an economically realistic population
growth rate for Pakistan would be and (2) determine, on
a continuing basis, the impact of various sector plans,
programs, laws, regulations, and government policies on
population growth rates. Beginning in fiscal year 1977,
the mission also planned to support Pakistan's Demographic
Policy and Action Research Center activities in the areas
of action and experimental research, testing of innova-
tions in family planning services delivery, communications,
and motivational materials, and such other measures as
incentives for the delay of births or steri.lizations,
sponsorship of research on the determinants of fertility,
and population impact analysis.

The Philippines

In July 1975 the Philippine Commission on Population,
the governmental unit responsible for coordinating the
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population program, started a program known as the Total
Integrated Development Approach. The approach involves
(1) the integration of population and family planning as aninseparable component of total socioeconomic development,
(2) the active ad continuing participation of the com-
munity in the planning and implementation of the program,
(3) the supervision of the new administrative structure
by the provincial, city, and municipal chief executives
and (4) the provincial government's eventual assumptionof total responsibility for the entire program.

The program is an attempt to involve the rural com-
munity not only as acceptors but also as planners andimplementors of the population program. The idea is based
on the belief that final responsibility for development,
in its total sense, rests on the people in the community.
When we were in the Philippines the program was being
implemented in 7 provinces and was expected to be expanded
to an additional 10 provinces.

The program had been underway for about a year at thetime of our fieldwork. Reports on program results vary
depending on their source, and the adequacy of supporting
data was subject to question. We were told, however, thatcontraceptive use ranges from 35 to 50 percent in some ofthe communities where the approach is used.

Ghana

In Ghana we found two AID-supported projects of special
interest. The Danfa rural health and family planning projectis testing in three distinct areas the relative effectiveness
of family planning services delivered (1) in conjunction withhealth education and comprehensive health programs, (2) in
conjunction with health education, (3) and by themselves.
Acceptor rates range from 14 percent in the first case to
only 3.3 percent in the last.

As a result of these findings, officials connected
with the Danfa project have developed a spectrum of
potential acceptors for the rural areas studied in that
project. They believe about 10 percent of the women
would accept family planning services without any moti-vational efforts. Some 25 percent more would accept
family planning if it were provided with health care ata clinic. Another 15 percent would accept family planning
if it were provided with health care in their village.
However, they ay that at the present time 50 percent
would not accept family planning using any of the Danfa
approaches.
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Danfa and AID officials in Ghana believe a similar
spectrum could be developed for other sections of Ghana,
but note that the percentage of women in each category
would change, depending on the area's rural or urban
characteristics. Generally speaking, urban areas would
have larger percentages of people in the first two cate-
gories, and rural areas more isolated than Danfa would
have larger percentages of people in the latter two.

The Danfa research findings to date appear to indi-
cate that many Ghanaians are more likely to accept family
planning if it is provided together with health care. The
findings appear to also indicate, as AID officials in Ghana
believe, that before a large percentage of Ghanaians, parti-
cularly those living in rural areas, will accept family
plan ing, their social patterns and economic status must
chang ?. AID Office of Population officials told us in Jan-
uaiy 1978 that they ae much more cautious in interpreting
the Danfa findings. They stated there were many deficiencies
in the research design of this AID project.

AID is providing support to the Ghana Rural Reconstruc-
tion Movement project in the Mampong Valley. This project
has as one premise that family planning should be an integral
part of locally based social and economic development. The
project's concept paper observes that the quality of human
life is determined by population dynamics (changes over time)
and economic and social development. The central hypothesis
is that:

"The provision of uommunity development action
programs, such as education, health, roads, etc.,
will provide for the people the needed release from
civic inertia to propel the community towards self-
sustained development; and that such positive gins
will be safeguarded through the adoption of population
programs that reflect the increased need to reduce
desired and completed family size, which in turn will
generate increased demand for family planning services."

Officials connected with the Mampong Valley project emphasize
that development and population matters are intertwined and
must be treated together to improve the quality of human
life.

From the time field operations began in the spring of
1974 to the time of our field work in 1976, project officials
had contacted the 20 villages involved and had begun programs
to improve agriculture and crafts, promote better nutrition
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and hygiene, expand literacy, and demonstrate the need
for and benefits of community cooperation. Once these
programs were started, officials felt it was appropriate to
introduce family planning education and services. This
approach was viewed favorably by many people as a means of
gaining acceptance of family planning.
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CHAPTER 5

CURRENT AID POLICY FOR POPULATION-

RELATED ASSISTANCE--FUTURE DIRECTIONS

AID has announced a future directions policy thataims to increase the effectiveness of its programs to help
limit population gro-th in developing countries by examining
and expanding the demand for family planning services. Wenoted, however, that little has actually been done by AID
in Washington or in most of the AID missions we visited tobegin implementing these future directions and that consider-
able uncertainty exists as to how to do this.

AID's ANALYSIS OF U.S.
POPULATION ASSISTANCE

Under the leadership of its Bureau for Program and Policy
Coordination, in 1976 AID developed a paper entitled "U.S.
Population-Related Assistance: Analysis and Recommendations."
In this important paper, AID evaluated its experiences with
traditional approaches to reducing fertility in developing
countries and suggested new directions for U.S. assistance.

The paper began by acknowledging that population growth
makes the task of improving the lives of millions of people
living at or near subsistence more difficult. It noted thatcouples, consciously or unconsciously, weigh the pros and
cons of having another hi or of accepting family planning
to preent a birth and that their views on the desirability
of a child depend largely on the social, cultural, economic,
political, and medical milieu.

The AID analysis stated that the number of children
parents have is based on:

-- The minimum desired number they would want
even if the best possible family planning
services were available.

--Any additional "insurance" biruhs they may
want to insure survival of the desired
minimum.

-- Any extra births they d not consciously
seek.
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It went on to say that providing better family planning
services and information can avert the "extra" births, help
reduce the insurance births, and can indirectly influence
desired family size.

AID noted that it had devoted most of its population
assistance to improving and extending family planning
information and services. It stressed, however, that family
planning services and information alone may not be enough
to lower birth rates to the targets set by developing
countries or to stabilize population levels, because for
socioeconomic reasons, many parents may want three, four,
or more children. Since large numbers of children may
be desired for a variety of reasons, including help in
agriculture, support in old age, and status, elements of
the socioeconomic milieu whicn encourage large families
need to be changed. According to AID:

"Focusing on improving the well being of the
rural poor will generally help to lower fertility,
while lowering fertility may in turn help improve
living conditions particularly in poor, crowded,
rural areas."

AID concluded that a package approach involving both
development programs nd policies and improved family
planning services and information may be the most effec-
tive way to accelerate declines in birth rates. It
proposed to help reduce population growth through:

-- A cost effective mix of alternative approaches,
including provision of more and better family
planning s;ervices and information, exploration
of the links between fertility and development,
and addition of population-related components
to education, health, nutrition, and rural
developmint projects. Such projects would be
funded by title X.

--Other development programs and policies supporting
economic growth, particularly in ways that would
encourage smaller families.

Development policies and programs identified by AID in
the analysis that can encourage smaller familie- include:

"Policy statements favoring small families
and opinion leaders' support for family
planning.
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"Laws and regulations raising the minimum ageof marriage and easing access to and loweringthe cost of family planning services.

"Increased education especially for women.

"Increased female employment in nonmenial
occupations that compete with continual
childbearing, bearing in mind the need to
assure that children, particularly among
the poor, can be cared for.

"Increased economic incentives for smaller
families, whether for individuals or whole
communities.

"Rural development promising higher incomes
and more egalitarian distribution.

"Improved rural organizations like multi-
purpose cooperatives and other such village
organizations that can be used for a variety
of related purposes like increasing income
earning opportunities, improving health, orencouraging family planning."

In July 1976 AID sent a circuldr, "Future Directionsof U.S. Population-Related Assistance: Population Analysis,"to AID mission directors and others involved. Citing theanalysis and planning paper described above, the circularstated that:

"AID believes that stimulating 'participatory'
economic growth and reducing population growthtogether offer the best means of accelerating
improvements in the welfare of the pooL as our
mandate requires. * * *[The] future directions* * * sets forth a broader and even more ambitious
approach for AID in helping reduce population
growth."

The circular stated that, while the new future directionsbuild on what has gone on before, they represent substantivechanges in emphasis and new approaches, particularly innon-title X areas. The circular noted that AID field person-nel should develop multiyear population strategies, includingprojects consistent with the new directions, and asked formission views.
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We noted, however, that AID has still not taken major
actions to actually design and carry out development projects
to lower fertility. (See chs. 9 and 10.)

NEW SECTION OF THE FOREIGN
ASSISTANCE ACT

In the summer of 1976, a proposed new section of
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, was circu-
lated and subsequently included by AID in its congressional
presentation for fiscal year 1978, and with some modifica-
tion, was enacted by the Congress. (See p. 6.) The section
stated that particular attention should be given to the inter-
relationships between population growth and development and
the impact on fertility of development assistance projects.
Motivation to plan families should be built into appropriate
development projects. It also authorized studies of this
complex subject.

FIELD REACTION TO FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In early 1977 a cable was sent to AID missions overseas
citing the (then) proposed new section of the Foreign Assist-
ance Act and, building on the circular and the analysis paper
discussed above, briefly described areas with potential for
influencing fertility (female education and employment, age
of marriage, etc.). The cable urged the missions to discuss
these matters with host country officials and the U.S.
Ambassador and country team.

We discussed mission officials' reactions to the circular

and the proposed new section during our field visits: Their
understanding of them, what actions they had taken to date,
and what they planned to do. Generally speaking, we found
that AID mission officials did not fully understand the impli-
cations and intent of the future directions, were skeptical
about its usefulness, and/or believed that they did not have
the staff to thoroughly carry out integrated planning. This
is discussed in more detail in chapters 9 and 10.
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CHAPTER 6

KNOWLEDGE OF DETERMINANTS AND

CORRELATES OF FERTILITY

It is generally recognized that rapid populatLon growth
in developing countries has a negative impact on efforts
to improve the quality of life. It is also increasingly
clear that major population programs and development efforts
are needed if goals to reduce the population growth rate
are to be achieved.

In many developing countries, high fertility is encour-
aged by high infant and child mortality, lack of education
and job opportunities for women, economic contributions of
children in subsistence agriculture, and supporting cultural
pressures. (The limited availability of family planning
services and information also contributes to high fertility.)
While fertility declines in developed countries have been
associated with social and economic development, it is likely
that waiting for the developing countries to rezch similar
levels will, at best, take too long and may also, in the
Face of rapid population growth, prove impossible.

Because underlying social and economic factors con-

tribute to the lack of widespread use of family planning
services, as discussed in chapter 3, we believe such factors
must be explored. Their modification must be made an explicit
objective of development programs. It appears that there
is no single factor and no simple answer: the influence of

a variety of factors may be esponsible for fertl] ity
declines. A new section in tnu Foreign Assistance Act and

AID's future directions polic (see ch. 5) are keyed toward
such considerations.

We have, however, identified a number of constraints
to effective implementation of this policy. (See ch. 10

and 11.) One problem is that not enough knowledge on
fertility-influencing factors is available to plan the
country-specific mix of projects that would contribute
most to fertility reduction goals while achieving other
development goals. A considerable amount of academic research

has been done, particularly studies focusing on one variable
and on fertility change. However, there have been surprisingly
few field studies actually testing the relative impact
of different variables on fertility, and few instances
in which fertility-related data have been recorded as part
of other development projects. (See ch. 9.)
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This chapter summarizes information on determinants of
fertility that we became aware of during our work in the
United States and overseas. It indicates the high potential
for reducing fertility through development but, at the same
time, the need to develop a body of practical knowledge to
serve as a basis for planning.

ECONOMIC FACTORS AND FERTILITY

A number of studies show that fertility is generally
inversely related to income levels. The demand for large
numbers of children may be reduced because parents decide
to invest time and increased income in ways viewed as more
desirable For example, more schooling may be provided
for .isting children.

This substitution effect (substituting other "goods
and services" for children) is most likely to occur with
improved availability of health, education, and other serv-
ices. Noting this, a major review of social research on
fertility done by the Interdisciplinary Communications Pro-gram associated with the Smithsonian Institution went on
to say that much of the available research does not ade-
quately distinguish between the effect of income itself and
the effect of improved services on fertility. Others have
concluded that redistribution of income may lower fertility
in the long run, but that this may work through other vari-
ables associated with modernization.

Economic improvement per se may not lead to lowered fer-
tility, however, so it is critical to identify those aspects
which appear influential. Factors frequently cited include
increased family income (as opposed to increased gross na-
tional product, which may not be evenly distributed), female
employment incompatible with consta~nt child-bearing and
rearing, reduction in te potential contributions of childlabor, lowered infant mortality, and better opportunities
for advancement for children of smaller families.

We learned of one study which found that the more
satisfied a Pakistani couple is with their income, the less
the probability of their wanting additional children. An
interesting association between rural electrification and
lowered fertility has been noted in the Philippines; AID
funded a survey of the social and economic impact of
electrification of the rural western Misamis Oriental
Province. Researchers from Xavier University in doing this
survey found that the birth rate dropped from 45.9 per 1,000
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in 1971 (the year the project's first section was energized)
to 31.4 per 1,000 in 1974. Furthermore, fertility was high-
est n households below subsistence income levels. The
researchers commented that the project, which provided jobs
and raised income levels, made possible opportunities to pur-
chase and use electrical labor-saving devices, such as irons,
and opened new work opportunities for women; this seemed to
be responsible at least in part for the lowered birth rates.
They emphasized, however, that further research in the prov-
ince is needed to determine scientifically the relationships.
(See pp. 75 and 76.)

A Cornell University staff paper on the demographic
transition in Sri Lanka found that as household income
increased, the average marriage age for women rose while
completed family size. declined. It concluded, however,
that because of the low growth rate of median real income
in the 1953-73 period (averaging under 1 percent annually),
it was unlikely the rate of growth itself was sufficient to
account for the fertility decline, from 38.7 to 27.8 per 1,000.
It noted, however, that there was a major shift in income dis-
tribution during the period: per capita income of the lowest
group increased 139 percent while that of the highest income
group rose only 12.5 percent. The study observed that the
Government's social welfare and income support policies
had improved the standard of living for many Sri Lankans and,
together with a progressive tax structure, substantially
redistributed income. To the extent social welfare programs
were favored over investment, however, overall development
was slowed. The study indicated that economic development
was not a prerequisite for the demographic transition but
that technology and social advances ered mortality, and
fertility declined in spite of slow economic growth in the
urban-industrialized sector.

The Cornell study said of the three commonly cited
preconditions of reduced fertility--reduced level of infant
mortality, increased education and new social roles for
women, and a reduction in the ecoinolmic utility of children--
the first two and possibly the third have been met in Sri
Lanka as a result of Government policies. The study con-
cluded that it would be "presumptuous" to speculate which
of the Government's policies has been most effective in
lowering fertility because efforts to associate such declines
in the West with a single socioeconomic variable were not
successful. Rather, Sri Lanka's policies created "an
atmosphere conducive to lowered fertility." The study recog-
nized that family planning services are provided at Government
maternal and child health clinics, but a good deal of family
planning is practiced outside the program.
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In Sri Lanka, we found that the economy was depressed
and unemployment was high. Government social welfare programs
appear to have created a positive environment for fewer births
by lowering infant mortality, reducing the economic utility
of children, and improving the status of women in society.
Under these conditions, the depressed economic situation is
thought to have motivated couples to delay marriages and
have fewer children.

A recent review by an international population expert
of data on demographic change in India's southwestern state
of Kerala made similar observations. It noted that per capita
annual income in Kerala of $80 was lower than the all-India
average, 90 percent of the people had been classified as
malnourished, and population density was higher than in
Bangladesh. At the same time, its birth rate had been falling
since the early 1960s and was now 31.9 per 1,000, compared to
the all-India average of 37. This drop was attributed to broad
social responses to social and economic advances: radical
agrarian reform redistributed income and wage rates were high
compared to those in India as a whole; agricultural workers
were granted employment security and welfare and pension
funds; universal primary education and mass literacy have
been accomplished; there has been considerable political
participation in development, with advances in social and
economic mobility; and health services have been greatly ex-
panded (the death rate of 9.2 per 1,000 compares to the In-
dian average of 16.9 and the infant mortality rates are 55
and 122, respectively).

The researcher did not attempt to determine which factor
had the strongest impact on fertility in Kerala, noting fer-
tility and mortality declined as education and income rose
in response to income redistribution, and fertility declined
as opportunities other than childbearing became available
and the state assumed welfare functions traditionally
fulfilled by children. He concluded that development thus
far has been achieved through strategies based on equity
considerations.

The President of the World Bank Group has stated that
because of inequalities in income distribution, national
economic growth may not significantly lower fertility. He
noted that a study of 64 developing and developed countries
showed that more equitable income distribution and broader
distribution of social services is strongly associated with
lower fertility. The productivity of small farmers and
landless poor who migrate to the cities must be increased.
He concluded that:
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"Unless the benefits of economic growth are
directed more equitably to the lower 40% of the
income groups, where in fact fertility rates are
likely to be the highest, then economic growth
as such will not move the society forward at an
optimum rate of progress."

There are no hard data on the length of time after
various economic improvements are made before fertility reduc-
tions begin to be seen. AID-sponsored consultants analyzed
the probable demographic impact of Pakistan's preliminary
staff papers for its fifth development plan (1975-80). They
stated, generally, that changes in areas indirectly affecting
fertility (female education and employment, infant mortality,
and income level and distribution) would not be expected to
reduce fertility rates for a number of years--perhaps 15 to
30. Population Council officials we met with also under-
scored the long-term nature of these changes.

FEMALE EMPLOYMENT AND FERTILITY

Female employment is often cited as a determinant of
fertility, but the Interdisciplinary Communications Program
associated with the Smithsonian concluded "female employment
depresses fertility only under very specific conditions--
conditions which do not prevail in most developing countries."
It found, generally speaking, that females in rural areas
work at jobs compatible with childbearing and that such work
is not associated with lower fertility. It cited indications
that in urban areas the more educated women, working in well-
paid and/or highly satisfying jobs, are more likely to limit
fertility, but noted that this group of women is small in
developing countries and the type of jobs that appear to
lower family size desires are only a fraction of available
jobs.

A study irn the Philippines found working wives had fewer
children than nonworking wives. It also associated rela-
tively high fertility with farming and blue-collar worker
categories and lower fertility rates with professional and
white-collar occupations. The urban influence was again
noted--the average number of children ever born was higher
in rural than urban areas for both working and nonworking
women.

A study in Pakistan found a significant difference in
the desire for additional children between working and non-
working women--larger numbers of those who were employed by
someone else did not desire additional children than those
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who had never worked. A limited urban survey in Colombia
found that the average number of live births was 2.9 for
women who worked at home and 1.5 for those who worked outside
the home.

FEMALE EDUCATION AND FERTILITY

Education is a vital component in enhancing the status
of women. It is generally acknowledged that female education
is associated wi:h reduced fertility. While too little
is known about the precise reasons to make the most cost
effective policy recommendations, it is clear that increased
female education, desirable for a number of reasons, is
relatable to lower family size. Data from Sri Lanka supports
this association. That country's education system reaches
most of the country--most youths receive a primary education
and almost 40 percent of those 15 to 24 years old are still
in school; men and women have received equal benefits.
Fertility in Sri Lanka has declined sharply, although factors
other than education are also believed influential.

A study in Thailand showed that the number of children
dropped sharply as the mother's education level increased.
The national average was 4.37 children for women who had not
completed 1 year of schooling.

Number of years of schooling Completed fertility

Primary: 1 to 4 years 4.13

Secondary: 1 to 6 years 3.3

Some university work 2.29

A study in Egypt showed live births per woman averaged 7.6
for illiterate women, 6.7 for women who completed primary
education, and 3.6 for women who completed college.

A Ghanaian demographer found the same downward pattern,
and also noted the extra impact of the urban influence.

Completed fertility____
Schooling All women Urban Rural

No education 6.2 5.7 6.2
Elementary 5.5 5.2 5.9
Secondary 2.1 2.5 1.0
University 0.4 0.5 -
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The Ghanaian study shows that the largest drop is associated
with secondary schooling.

A study in Pakistan found that as women in rural areas
attained a higher level of education, they tended to have
fewer children but found no relationship between education
and fertility in urban areas. The study did not examine
the reasons for this. Another report, based on research in
other Islamic societies, indicates at least 6 years of
primary education might be required to bring about significant
declines in fertility.

In Colombia, we found that even incomplete primary educa-
tion was associated with lowered fertility in urban areas.
The average number of live births, according to a survey, by
education level was as follows: illiterate--3.9; primary
incomplete--2.9; primary complete--2.2; secondary incomplete--
1.6; secondary complete plus--1.2.

AID, in its 1976 population analysis paper (see pp. 37
to 39), stated that female education, even if pursued only 4
to 6 years, seems to encourage significantly lower fertility.
It said the reasons why are not entirely clear but may relate
to subsequent work outside the home, "middle-class" aspira-
tions shared with an educated husband, or an introduction
to the idea that women may change their lives.

The President of the World Bank Group, in an April 1977
address on the world population problem, suggested a number
of ways to encourage a desire for smaller families, including
expanding basic education and substantially increasing the
proportion of girls in school. He noted that of all aspects
of social development, educational level appears most consis-
tently associated with lowered fertility but that women in
most developing societies do not have equal access to educa-
tion. In Latin America, studies in districts as diverse
as Rio de Janeiro, rural Chile, and Buenos Aires showed
that women who had completed primary school averaged two
children fewer than those who had not. He said education's
impact o fertility comes through delay in marriage age,
exposure to information on family planning, increased oppor-
tunity to find employment outside the home, a desire to
provide children with greater opportunities, exposur to
practices that reduce infant and child mortality, and
-- by keeping children in school--reduction of their economic
contribution. He concluded:
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"* * * perhaps the greatest benefit of education to
both men and women in heavily traditional environ-
ments is that it broadens their view of the oppor-
tunities and potential of life, inclines them to
think more for themselves, and reduces their
suspicion of social change. This creates an
intellectual environment in which important
questions such as family size and contraceptive
practice can be discussed more openly."

INFANT MORTALITY AND FERTILITY

Reducing infant mortality has the immediate, direct
impact of increasing the population growth rate. Studies
indicate, however, that declines in fertility levels over
time are associated with falling infant mortality rates. The
reality of high infant mcrtality often encourages parents to
have Alore children than the desired total number to allow for
deaths. AID, in its 1976 policy analysis, refers to these as
"insurance births." (See ch. 5.)

In Sri Lanka we learned that infant mortality dropped
sharply from 141 per 1,000 in 1946 to 82 per 1,000 in 1950;
57 per 1,000 in 1960; and then ell more gradually to 43
per 1,000 in 1971. The birth rate for these years was
37.4, 39.7, 36.6, and 30.1 A Cornell University study done
in Sri Lanka stated that

"* * * under the continued impact of declining
mortality in general, and declining infant
mortality in particular, a new demographic reality
becomes recognized by potential parents: fewer births
are needed to reach the desired family size. What
is perhaps the major obstacle to a corresponding
decline in fertility is thus overcome."

Pakistan has one of the highest infant and child mor-
tality rates in the world. A study there reported that
fertility was significantly higher among women who have
experienced at least one infant death than among those
who have not.

Number of children Number of children
who died ever born

0 3.41
1 4.26
2 5.38
3+ 6.46
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In the Philippines we saw data collected by the
University of the Philippines on fertility and infant deaths.
It showed the infant mortality rate has dropped from 80 per
1,000 in 1958 to 67.9 per 1,000 in 1972. It is estimated
that the birth rate was between 46.8 and 51.9 in the 1950s
and had fallen to 40.0 to 42.7 by 1970.

One study reviewed AID's "Knowledge, Attitudes, and
Practices of Family Planning Surveys" of Ghana, Upper Volta,
and Niger to assess the casual connection between infant
mortality and fertility. It noted that

"* * * in larger families the proportions of children
dying in the early parities [birth order] were
considerably higher than those dying at the same
parities in small families. It would seem then
that it is the early experience of child loss
that leads women to have larger families."

A survey of social research on fertility determinants
by the Interdisciplinary Ccmmunications Program associated
with the Smithsonian states:

"* * * families do respond quickl' to reductions in
infant mortality, and they will normally respond
sufficiently to bring the number of births back
into line with desired family size. As fewer
families experience child los, and as that
experience permeates the cultural milieu, the
number of births will be adjusted downward by
means of the mechanisms and means which families
have to reduce their fertility."

There is a question of timelag before change is apparent
at the national level. In Sri Lanka, researchers noted that
about 14 years--from 1946 until about 1960--lapsed before
the decline in fertility began to be felt.

In his 1977 speech on the world population situation,
the President of the World Bank Group stated that infant
deaths per 1,000 averaged 142 in Africa, 121 in Asia, and 60
in Latin America--compared to about 20 in developed countries.
Death rates are high largely because of low nutritional
standards, poor hygienic conditions, and inadequate health
care. Health services in most developing countries are
devoted to urban elites, and fail to reach 90 percent of the
people. He continued by saying some pcor countries have made
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major advances, citing the drop in infant mortality and fer-
tility in Sri Lanka. Others with higher per capita income
have not. Turkey, for example, with per capita income in 1975
of $860 (compared to Sri Lanka's $150) has an infant mortality
rate per 1,000 of 119 and a birth rate of 39, significantly
higher than Sri Lanka's.

OTHER FERTILITY INFLUENCING FACTORS

In additioni to socioeconomic factors discussed above,
legal, administrative, and cultural factors influence fertil-
ity. Legal factors include laws banning or permitting the
sale, advertisement, and use of various types of contracep-
tives. The legal age of marriage can also be raised or
lowered.

Governments can discourage childbearing through use of
incentives and disincentives. Administrative factors are
particularly relevant in countries that provide services na-
tionwide and that have a relatively effective administrative
network. Incentives can include payments for families that
use contraceptives or that have small numbers of children.
Payments can be made either immediately or later to compensate
for the old age security traditionally provided by children.
Disincentives can include escalating hospital delivery fees
and making less desirable school assignments for children
other than the first two. Singapore is most often cited as
the country with the most extensive incentive/disincentive pro-
gram. Incentives and disincentives may, however, pose serious
moral questions.

Cultural factors, which in some instances relate to edu-
cation and other factors discussed above, are less amenable
to direct modification by government policy. Perhaps the most
pervasive is the status that fertility accords women in many
cultures. In many cases, a woman's primary status-giving role
is childbearing. Furthermore, certain religious beliefs may
cause resistance to family planning.
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CHAPTER 7

AID POPULATION RESEARCH

Structuring development assistance to have the greatest
impact on fertility consistent with other goals requires
considerable knowledge about the determinants of fertility.
The previous chapter presented some of the research findings
in this field. This chapte: assesses what AID has done
to expand knowledge.

Most of AID's population research has been managed by
the Office of Population within the Bureau for Population
and Humanitarian Assistance. 1/ We worked with officials
responsible for the Cffice's six goal areas to determine
what portion of Office spending was for determinants of
fertility research. The officials generally categorized
all centrally funded projects in the 1965-76 period as
research, research component, or nonresearch, and then
identified socioeconomic determinants of fertility research.

We found that in this period a total of $380 million was
obligated for about 140 projects. Of the $68 million allo-
cated to research projects, only about 4 percent went to
projects which dealt, wholly or in part, with determinants
of fertility. In addition, projects totaling $54 million
included research components. Some of these examined deter-
minants of fertility. Some determinants of fertility work
may have been done as part of Lilateral projects developed
by AID missions, but we could not get summary data on such
research from AID officials in Washington.

We believe that the Agency has not given high priority
to developing knowledge of the determinants of fertility--a
critical element in the implementation of its future direc-
tions policy.

CENTRALLY FINANCED POPULATION PROJECTS

The following chart reveals that over half of the funds
managed by the Office of Population have been allocated
for family planning services, about 6 percent for projects
to improve information and education in support of population

1/A late 1977 reorganization placed the functions of this
Bureau in the new Development Support Bureau.
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and family planning programs, and about 13 percent for
research to develop better means of fertility control and
to improve distribution. Work in other goal areas also
emphasizes family planning. For example, about two-thirdsof the 4,000 persons trained in the United States under man-
power and institutions goal area projects were clinical
personnel.

Classification of Office of Population Projects

Fiscal yearrs 1965-1976

(000 omitted)

Research_ Research com2onent Non-research Total
Number Number Number- NumberGoal projects Funds Lrocts Funds ~roects Funs e2roects Funds

Demography 4 $ 6,093 10 $21,027 5 $ 5,807 19 $ 32,927Policy 15 5,126 9 13,975 4 1,873 28 20,974Research/
fertility
control 25 45,821 - - 3 4,386 28 50,207Family planning 4 11,183 - - 19 204,29 23 215,473Information/
education - 4 4,204 L4 19,784 18 23,988Manpower and
institutions - 14,910 21,677 23 36,587

Total 48 $68,223 31 $54,116 60 $257,817 139 $380,156

Of the $68.2 million obligated for projects that Office
of Population officials described as research rojects, only
about 4 percent was provided for determinants of fertility
research.
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OFFICE OF POPULATION RESEARCH PROJECTS
(Fiscal year 1965-1976)

DETERMINANTS OF FERTILITY TOTAL 68.2 MILLIOF
RESEARCH PROJECTS

(S3 MILLION) 48 PROJECTS

MULTI -PURPOSE RESEARCH
PROJECTS WHICH INCLUDE

DETERMINANTS OF
FERTILITY RESEARCH

(37 MILLION)
.5%

ALL OTHER RESEARCH
PROJECTS

(64.9 MILLION)

Of the $122.3 million devoted to ali research projects
and to all projects with research components, only $16 million
(13 percent) went to projects which included any research
on socioeconomic determinants of fertility.

In commenting on a draft of this report, Office of Popu-
lation officials expressed concern that the above figures
did not fully reflect the amount of research in this area.
Recognizing that the classification of projects is judgmen-
tal, these officials again reviewed Office research projects,
adding obligations for the transition quarter and fiscal year
1977 (for larger projects) and including all determinants-
related research (not just socioeconomic determinants
research). They calculated that about $140 million had
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been obligated for research projects and projects with
research components. They told us about $12.5 million had
been obligated for projects that focused on fertility deter-
minants such as the 1976 Indonesian Intercensal Survey and
a study cf Human Fertility Patterns--Determinants and Conse-
quences. They said another $14 million was devoted to deter-
minants research components of other projects like the World
Fertility Survey, of which 50 percent (or $4.2 million) was
for determinants research.

It is our view, however, that an assessment of the
priority given to research on socioeconomic determinants
of fertility should be limited to research actually focused
on this subject.

We recognize that the type of studies included by AID,
such as the above examples relating to demographic data and
attitudes toward family planning, are important for a number
of reasons, including providing a base for research on socio-economic determinants of fertility. We continue to believe,
therefore, that tie Office of Population has not given high
priority to the acquisition of knowledge needed to structure
country-specific development assistance projects to influence
fertility.

In pointing out the amount of funds devoted to such
research, we are not, however, implying that the needed
action is simply to fund more studies. (See recommendation
on p. 90.)

DETERMINANTS OF FERTILITY RESEARCH

The Office of Population's Population Policies Dev.alop-ment Division has had primary responsibility for research
on social and economic determinants of fertility within AID,
but analysis of the projects in its goal area over th: fiscal
year 1965-76 period shows that such research has not been
accorded high priority by the Office. Of the $21 million
obligated for 28 projects, a total of only about $3 million
went to 9 research prcjects that dealt wholly with socioeco-
nomic determinants of fertility. Eight of the nine involved
less than $500,000 and these funds were obligated over periods
ranging froi, 1 to 4 years. (Other research and research
component projects included some research work on determinants
of fertility, but an AID official said it was not possible
to give an exact percentage of the dollar amount applicable
to such research.)
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The largest of the nine socioeconomic determinants of
fertility research projects was a contract with the American
Institutes of Research to establish an International Reference
Center to collect data on pregnancy termination and to study
behavioral factors associated with acceptance of new fertility
control measures; $842,000 was obligated in fiscal year 1971.
About $471,000 was obligated in fiscal years 1974-75 to Rand
Corporation to determine the relationship of fertility and
biomedical, institutional, and socioeconomic factors in
Malaysia; final results are not yet available. Under a
$379,000 project, the third largest contract was signed with
the Smithsonian Institution and the American Associatio 1 for
the Advancement of Science to develop a stronger empirical
basis for the formulation of national population policies
in family planning and other action programs.

Other projects had determinants of fertility research
components. For example, under a $2 million contract the
California Institute of Technology was to establish regional
observers and compare the economic and social context of
population policies and family planning programs. Under a
$4.2 million contract, the 11ILerdisciplinary Communications
Program associated with the Smithsonian Institution admini-
stered small grants to individuals in the United States and
developing countries for nonbiomedical, no..contraceptive
analyses and evaluation. The 1974 monograph "The Policy Re
levance of Recent Social Research on Fertility," used in the
previous chapter also resulted from this contract. An AID
official said both projects had research components relating
to the consequences of fertility, laws affectiig populatio-
growth, and socioeconomic determinants of fertility.

Under a $1.2 million contract the American Association
for the Advancement of Science organized working groups
of U.S. and developing country anthropologists and others
to provide policymakers with information on consequences
of rapid population growth and to help family planning
program administrators identify and modify cultural factors
associated with expansion and improvement of family planning
delivery systems.

In addition, a small amount of determinants of fertility
research has been done in the manpower and institution devel-
opment goal area under subprojects of AID's University
Services Agreement grants witn Johns Hopkins University and
the Universities of Michigan and North Carolina.
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CURRENT OFFICE OF POPULATON
DETERMINANTS OF FERTILITY RESEARCH

We were told by an Office of Population official that
policies and procedures for obtaining determinants of fer-
tility information in the past had been somewhat "academicbound" and had depended too much on the researchers to provide
what AID wanted. This generally resulted in complex research
products that could not, practically, be used in developing
countries. Also, with limited control over research products,research was scattered. The Population Policies Development
Division hopes that it will obtain more useful products bybeing more involved and by implementing these more rigid
criteria: the researcher must clearly define the problem
to be addressed and must be responsible for disseminating
research results.

The division chief emphasized that a tremendous need
exists to improve policy tools through experimental research.
He cautioned, however, that because of the level of current
division staffing, sharply increased amounts of researchcould not be adequately administered. He also said that it
was extremely difficult to find competent researchers in this
field. In addition, he pointed out that there is a strongview within the Office of Population that such research
should be done only after family planning programs are in
place because once they are established, the influences on
fertility may change.

Many Population Policies Development Division projects
were approaching terminal dates in 1976, and a new group wasbeing planned. Several aim at developing data on determin-
ants of fertility useful for developing policies. Proposed
projects include a $5 million, 3-year study on policies
related to fertility determinants. Its initial and basic
question is: How much of the observed variation in fertility
can be directly attributed to family planning program activity
and how much can be attributed to variables other than
family planning? This project will look at countries in
which contraceptives are widely available to identify deter-
minants of fertility and countries where family planning
programs have stagnated (such as Pakistan) to identifythe determinants. Another project will find fertility-
related studies, such as the relationship between femaleeducation and fertility in Jamaica. A third population
policy analysis project is a 3-year, $3 million contractwith the Batelle Memorial Institute aimed at identifying
and examining policy and social barriers to family planningand other ocial issues which impede development; a follow-on
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to this project is also envisaged. In addition, the Bureau
of Program and Policy Coordination ws considering under-
taking some determinants of fertility research.

We believe AID must take a number of actions to success-
fully implement its future directions policy. A broad stra-
tegy is needed, and enough is known to select areas with
high potential. It is now time to assess actual development
projects for their impact on fertility and to conduct fertil-
ity surveys in conjunction with pilot projects, as we recom-
mend on page 90. Action along these lines is in accord with
section 104(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
amended.
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CHAPTER 8

NEED TO CONSIDER POPULATION GROWTH IN

SAHEL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING: A CASE STUDY

The United States is involved in a long-term, multina-tional development program for the Sahel region of centraland western Africa. AID is participating in the specifically
created planning and coordinating structure, the Club du Sa-hel, in which Sahelian states and donors are cooperating.
This is a major development effort. In early 1977 AID in-formed the Congress that a $10 billion, i0- to-15 year programwas envisaged, with the United States contributing 10 to20 percent. 1/ Other estimates have seen a larger and longerprogram.

The development effort grew out of the experiences ofthe severe 1968-73 drought in Sahel, the directly relatedemergency assistance program, and realization that therewas no long-term development program. The program's goalsare to reduce the consequences of any future drought, bringabout food self-sufficiency, and accelerate long-term social
and economic development.

We became interested in mid-1976 in the extent to whichpopulation growth was being considered in Sahel developmentplanning and subsequently examined the program from this aspect
as a special part of this report. Since the program is in itsearly phases, it provides an unusual opportunity to integrateconsiderations of population growth and development inter-
relationships before major social and economic changes aremade. We felt it would make a good case study.

Since the development program is intended to be compre-hensive and integrated, U.S.-financed projects need to bereviewed in the context of the overall effort. We therefore
discussed population growth and development in the Sahel witha ide range of concerned officials, including those from theUnited States, other national donors, U.N. organizations, theClub du Sahel, and the Sahelian tates of Senegal, Mali, andUpper Volta.

We found that, in general, population growth was notbeing given adequate attention. Although planning was going

1/An amendment to the appropriations bill for fiscal year
1978 limits the U.S. share to not more than 10 percent.
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ahead in all sectors, we learned that simple projectionsof population growth based on inadequate population surveyshad been used to calculate needs. Further, we found thatthere had not been a careful estimate of the impact popula-tion growth would have on achievement of program goals todetermine if higher or lower growth rates would be desirable.

A summary of information on the drought and relief effortin the Sahel, AID's involvement in the long-term developmentplan, the Club du Sahel and assistance levels is provided inappendix V.

MORE THOUGHT NEEDED ON POPULATION
GROWTH /DEVE-LOPMENT INTERRELATIONSHIPS
IN SAHELIAN PLANNING

Although population growth and development interrelation-ships have been given some thought within certain WashingtonAID offices (see ch. 5), such relationships have not beenadequately considered in Sahel development planning.
Since we began our review, AID has started some actions

to improve the situation. For example, a health/populationofficial with extensive population-program experience wastransferred from the Office of Population to the task forcein the African Bureau that is responsible for the Sahelprogram. In addition, that Bureau soon began developinga demographic project for Sahel. Much more eeds to bedone, however. Bureau officals concerned with projectdesign, technical assistance, and program planning needto become more involved in considerations of the relation-ships of population growth and development.

Population growth has not been identified as a majorproblem or an official concern by Sahelian governments orthe Club planners. Of the three Sahelian countries wevisited, the governments of two--Upper Volta and Mali--have,at times, indicated a larger population would be in thenational interest. While Senegal does not have a nationalpolicy to limit population growth, its President has recog-nized that rapid growth could have serious implicationsfor achievement of development objectives. In a December1976 speech, he noted that the April 1976 census, Senegal'sfirst, had shown that population totaled about 5.1 millioncompared to 3.1 million at the time of independence in1960. He stressed that the census showed that the growthrate was 2.9 percent--not 2.2 percent as previously thoughtby some--and that this meant that Senegal's population
would double in 25 years, not 31 to 32 years as projected
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in the government's planning documents. This is the first
and only statement of concern about population growth by
a Sahelian government leader that we are aware of.

A strong pronatal attitude still prevails in these three
countries (Mali, Senegal, and Upper Volta), but we found
it is being tempered somewhat by growing acceptance of child
spacing in the context of health and family welfare. Senegal
had the first Sahelian family planning center in its capital.
Subsequently, a pilot clinic waz established in Mali's
capital. Mali was the first Sahelian country to modify pro-
visions of the inherited French law that greatly restricted
import and sale of contraceptives. An AID official told usthat in December 1977 encouraging negotiations were underway
which would add a family planning component to a rural
health project soon to be implemented. In Mali, as well as
Upper Volta, we found strong women's organizations working
to gain support for family planning as a health measure.
Family planning is still generally opposed if viewed as
a means to limit national population size, however. Policies
and programs relating to population growth have been influ-
enced by the impact of the French colonial experience,
inherited French pronatal laws, the cultural milieu, socio-
economic environment, and a poor health situation.

We developed the following char_ to show the impact
population growth in the Sahel will have on food production,
education, and health services, and the scope of effort needed
to achieve Club goals of food self-sufficiency and social
and economic development.

Current
(note a) 1985 2000

Total population: Projections--
U.N. high growth estimates 26,100,000 33,u00,000 51,300,000

Major grain production (metric
tons): Projections based on
Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion estimated kilograms per
capita 3,669,000 5,478,000 8,430,000

Education: Current--children ir
primary school: Projection--
total childrer. aged 5 to 15 902,000 8,862,000 13,858,000

Health (number of doctors):
Projections--needs based on
World Health Organization
developing country goal
of one doctor per 6,700 people 844 5,014 7,657

a/Most recent regional data available: population, 1975; food produc-
tior,, actual production in 1974; education, 1973; health, March 1977.
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The magnitude of the task is also shown by an
illustrative projection of the chairman of the Development
Assistance Committee (DAC), Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The chairman noted
that to make Sahel self-sufficient in food by 2000, output
of meat supplies and grain from rain-fed farming must be
more than doubled, and cereals obtained by irrigated farming
must be increased at least five-fold.

In our discussions with AID, other donor, and Sahelian
officials in Paris and the Sahel, we found, with few excep-
tions, little evidence of concern for the implications
of population dynamics for developmert in the Sahel. What
concern we did find was generally limited to migration,
which is, of course, an important facto ?urther, we did
not find a readiness to confront popL ion growth and
development interrelationships early development
planning process.

The reluctance to address these interrelationships is,
significantly, evident in the deliberations and actions of
the Club Working Group. Population growth and related demo-
graphic factors, such as migration, manpower availability,
and age distribution, clearly affect the work of many of the
Working Group teams, but demography as a separate topic falls
within the broad mandate of the human resources team. In
fact, the team agreed at its December 1976 meeting that its
scope includes "the study of demographic phenomena, parti-
cularly migration patterns and the growth rate of population."

The human resources team met in March 1977, and AID pre-
sented its proposed demographic project. (See p. 67.) The
team's health commission report recognized the advantages of
child spacing as a part of maternal and child health programs.
It also noted there was a lively discussion over the Question:
Is the Sahel suffering from population pressure or will it
soon? In general, it said, the Sahelian countries were pro-
natal. The report stated that there are economic advantages
of a long-term reduction in the growth rate, but that the
demographic transition from high birth and death rates to low
birth and death rates will not take place until after death
rates are lowered. It recognized that healtn projects will
lower death rates, and with continuing high birth rates,
the percentage of dependents will increase.

In the May 1977 Synthesis Report "Proposals for Drought
Control and Development Programme and Strategy for the
Sahel," to the Permanent Interstate Committee for Drought
Control in the Sahel (CILSS) and the Club, there is no
refererce to population growth at all as a possible constraint
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to development, ot to the need to determine if rapid growth
is a constraint. Population growth, where it is mentioned,
is treated as a factor beyond influence. Even the impact
of health arid nutrition programs on lowering the mortality
rate and increasing the population growth rate was not
mentioned.

In our discussions, we found that population growth was
generally viewed as an independent variable. Projections of
growth, admittedly weak, were accepted for planning purposes.
We were not told of any studies that assessed the cost and
effectiveness of reaching a particular objective if a lower
growth rate prevailed. We found no concensus as to whether
rapid population growth is desirable to spur development by
providing an increased labor force, etc., or is undesirable
because benefits of development (education, health services,
etc.) are diffused and diluted over increasing numbers of
people.

The chairman of DAC, OECD, told us it is essential
that the Club consider population if its main goal--food
self-sufficiency in the Sahel--is to be realized.

Several Club Working Group team members, responding to
our questions, indicated that the lack of good demographic
data was hampering such considerations and that they would
like to have better demographic information in order to
develop their strategies. For example, members of the team
dealing with irrigated agriculture aid that they needed
to know if adequate labor will be available to farm newly
irrigated land when planning irrigation projects.

BETTER DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
NEEDED FOR PLANNING

The United States and other donors are using U.N. demo-
graphic data in Club planning for the Sahel development plan.
Since this data was compiled from sample surveys conducted
in 1960-61 and 1970-71, several officials questioned the
accuracy and reliability of that data for making accurate
population estimates and projections.

Until the recent UNFPA-supported censuses in Mali,
Senegal, and Upper Volta, no donor or host country had made
any formal effort to develop better demographic data in these
countries. Census results, which have been published in
Senegal and Upper Volta, show that previous U.N. estimates
were substantially in error. The chart on the next page
illustrates the differences.
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Population in 1975
U.N. estimates Census totals

(millions)

Senegal 4.5 5.1
Upper Volta 6.0 5.6

Census results for the other countries were not available, so
the margin of error could not be determined.

AID and Club officials agree that accurate and reliable
demographic data is necessary to make good population esti-
mates and develop projects requiring (1) long-range planning
and (2) large capital commitments.

Meeting Senegal's future food needs

We analyzed the implications of inadequate demographic
data for achievement of food self-sufficiency in Senegal. 1/
As noted earlier, planning has been based in part on U.N.
estimates of total population as well as the rate of growth
that were too low. A comparison of the U.N. data being
used by the Club and current census information shows the
following:

Year U.N. Census (note a) Difference

------------- (thousands)----------------

1975 4,452 5,085 633
1980 5,086 5,866 780
1985 5,833 6,768 935
1990 6,706 7,808 1,102
1995 7,558 9,007 1,449
2000 8,465 10,391 1,926

a/The 1975 figure is the actual ce'nsus figure; other year
figures are projections from the 1975 data arbitrarily
using a constant 2.9 percent growth rate, estimated
by some officials as the current growth rate in Senegal.

1/Food self-sufficiency has yet to be precisely defined and
is, at least initially, being considered a regional goal.
However, since Senegal is one of the largest Sahelian
cereal producers, we selected it as an example.
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The U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), in its
study of Sahelian agricultural potential, estimated Senegal'sfood consumption per capita and calculated total food con-
sumption based on te U.N. population estimates shown on the
previous page. Using FAO-estimated per capita food consump-tion, we calculated total food consumption for the year 2000using our projections based on the recent Senegal censusdata.

Food consumptionmeasured in metric tons, based on
FAO7U.N. date New

(note a) census _data Difference

…---…------------ (thousands)--------------------

Wheat 255.6 313.8 58.2Rice 509.6 625.5 115.9Corn 138.8 170.4 31.6Millet 829.6 1,018.3 188.7

Total 1,733.6 2,128.0 394.4
a/FAO estimates of food production were only projected to

1990. We extended these production estimates to 2000based on its estimate of population data and average
consumption per capita.

The shortfall of 394,000 metric tons is clearly signifi-cant. It could mean that the food requirements of 1.9 millionpeople will not have been planned for and that Senegal couldfall far short of achieving food self-sufficiency by the endof the century. We do not know if the FAO calculations arecurrently being analyzed in light of the recent census to de-termine if additional food can be produced or acquired.

Also important in planning for food self-sufficiency areestimates of rural and urban populations and age distribution.
We calculated the increase in per capita food productionrequired to reach self-sufficiency, using U.N. data and databased on the recent census, defining potential food producers
and those people, age 15 to 64, living in rural areas. Be-cause the percentage of potential food producers is projectedto decrease due to urbanization trends, the required amountof food (cere3ls) produced per rural worker will have todouble to sustain self-sufficiency in the year 2000.

While other factors, such as advances in technology andexpansion of irrigated agriculture, are obviously important,
it is also clear that estimates of the labor force, rural-
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urban distribution, and age distribution are critical in
planning for food self-sufficiency.

Senegal River Basin Development:
A case in point

To demonstrate problems that might develop without ade-
quate consideration of population/development interrelation-
ships, we analyzed one important program, the Senegal River
Basin Development. Implemented by the Senegal River Basin
Development Authority (OMVS), 1/ it is one of three major
regional river basin programs In the Sahel--the other
two are the Niger River Commission and the Lake Chad Basin
Commission. Parts of Senegal, Mauritania, and Mali are

within the Senegal River Basin.

OMVS plans for the integrated development of the Senegal
River Basin will require 35 years (1975-2010) and an invest-

ment of about $3.7 billion. As of June 1976, total commit-
ments to OMVS, excluding U.S. commitments, were $254 million.

U.S. proposals for fiscal years 1977 and 1978 are about
$6.56 million and $6.14 million, respectively.

The main goals are to improve the living standards of
the inhabitants through greater agricultural production and
to provide foreign exchange to the nations through agricul-
tural and mining product exports. Principal programs pro-
posed include: (1) converting from flood recession agricul-
ture to intensive double-cropped irrigated agriculture,
(2) improving and increasing livestock production, (3) build-
ing agricultural processing plants, and (4) expanding the
mining and processing of iron, bauxite, and phosphate. Im-
provement of inland fisheries, forestry, and tourism is also

proposed. Key projects to be constructed in the medium term
(to 1990) period will include a large upstream dam and powez-
plant and a low water control dam in the Senegal River delta.
These structures will provide the water and energy needed
for expanded agricultural and mining production and process-
ing and the river control necessary for improved navigation.

Potential demographic problems in the overall effort
have been noted, but the AID official in Senegal responsible
for the OMVS program told us demographic studies have not

1/The English translation of "'Organisation pour la Mise en

Valeur du Fleuve Senegal" is used in AID program documents.
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been done. For example, development of the Senegal River
Basin could be limited unless adequate manpower s available.
About 40 percent of the total active male population in
the river basin has migrated to the cities in search of
jobs. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment, in a recent report on the agricultural sector in
Senegal, stated that "labor seems to be the most binding
constraint" to increased agricultural production. In addi-
tion, officials point out that two or three harvests annually
are necessary to make irrigated farming cost effective,
which will require significant life-style changes because
the people living there are used to only one harvest a year.

On the other hand, the future population in the area may
be too large. AID points out that the river basin, with a
current population of 1.6 million can absorb 700,000 more
people. Considering the current growth rate of 1.8 percent
(which takes into account the large exodus from the region),
there will be 700,000 more people in only 21 years. If the
project brings people ba-k and slows future migration, the
2.3 million figure could be reached much sooner.

To complicate the picture further, research has shown
that when nomads settle down to agricultural pursuits,
fertility increases. Currently, large portions of Sahelian
populations are nomadic. A study made in 1968 and 1969 in
the Sudan compared women in nomadic tribes with women in
tribes that have recently settled down to agricultural pur-
suits. The study found that in the tribes that had been
settled longest, fertility had increased up to two children
per childbearing woman. Noting that changes in marital
structure explained less than 50 percent of the increase,
it attributed the rest to health improvements. The study
found that nomadic women had twice the incidtence of miscar-
riage of settled women, and venereal disease and malaria
affected at least 20 and 88 percent, respectively, of the
adult nomads and were associated with fecundity impairments.
The percentage of childless women was almost twice as high
for nomads as for the longest settled tribe. Basic reasons
cited for the fertility change included rising income,
higher value of children in a settled environment, and less
difficulty for womnen in bearing children. Observations
similar to those in Sudan are being made by a private demo-
graphic student doing research in the Senegal River Valley.
He told us that he had observed significantly higher fer-
tility among settled agricultural workers than among nomadic
peoples.
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Efforts to imovedemographic data

Several efforts are underway to improve existing
demographic data. The United Nations, through UNFPA has
provided or will pr·,ide assistance to the Sahelian states
for population censuses. These are the first nationwide
censuses ever taken. In addition, several countries are
scheduled to undertake surveys and to develop supplementary
information on other demographic factors, such as migration,
marital status, and religion.

Mali, Senegal, and Upper Volta have completed their
censuses but have not completed analysis of the data.
Some data is already available for Senegal and Upper
Volta. (See pp. 62 and 63.)

In addition, the World Health Organization collected
available health and demographic data under the auspices of
the Club du Sahel human resources team. The data, gathered
by representatives in the Sahel in late 1976 and early 1977,
was to be used by the Club Working Group teams in the spring
of 1977 in developing their sector strategies and projects.

AID has recognized the inadequacy of both the demographic
data itself and the use of data that does exist. Since we
began this review, it has begun planning a new activity
on demographic data collection and analysis as part of its
support for the Sahel development program. This is a 5-year,
$3.5 million project. AID expects to (1) cooperate with the
Club in compiling and interpreting information for development
and planning and for evaluation and (2) assist member coun-
tries in formulating appropriate programs of population and
family planning. According to AID, the purpose of these
efforts is to develop a comprehensive population program
for the Sahel in order to build an indigenous capability
in demographic planning, research and analysis, and family
planning activities. AID hopes this project, accepted by
the Club Woiking Group and CILSS in 1977, will provide a
basis for considerations of population growth-development
relationships in Sahel development planning.

An AID official told us in the fall of 1977 that AID
had also begun working with CILSS to address the relationship
between population and development by funding a regional study
to be undertaken by the United Nations Institute for Economic
Development and Planning in Dakar entitled "Demograhic Con-
siderations in Designing Staple Food Projects in Sahelian
Countries."
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In the spring of 1977, AID told us that it intended to
assign at least one full-time population officer, possibly to
the AID regional office in Abidjan, to help create awareness
of the impact of population growth and foster greater private
and government involvement in supplying family planning
services. As of January 1973. this had not occurred.

PROGRAMS WITH POTENTIAL FOR
LOWERING FERTILITY

Achieving goals of food self-sufficiency and advancing
social and economic development in Sahel calls for a broad
spectrum of programs. The Sahelian population could double
by the turn of the century; assuring adequate education
and health services and food to the present population
is already beyond the capability of the countries. Many
of the planned development projects will help lower death
rates, consequently increasing the population growth rate.
A large number of programs, however, provide opportunities
to improve the quality of life in ways that will help lower
desired family size.

The priority given to reducing Sahelian birth rates and
the extent to which such opportunities should be exploited
depends on assessment of and the national concensus concerning
optimum population growth rates. These wuld be the growth
rates most conducive to achieving development goals.

If it is agreed that rapid population growth is detrimen-
tal to achieving development goals, a number of actions should
be taken. The overall development plan ard its components
should be explicitly analyzed in terms of their demographic
impact on fertility. They could then be structured so as to
have the desired impact, to the extent compatible with other
objectives. (Projects should also be designed with their im-
pact on migratior: in mind.) In designing health programs,
for example, special emphasis could be given to projects de-
signed to lower infant and child mortality and to make family
planning services available. In the education field, school-
ing for girls could be given particular attention. In rural
development work, opportunities for female employment incon-
patible with frequent childbearing could be made. Likewise,
in designing irrigated and rain-fed agricultural pojects,
care could be taken not to create jobs for women that would
be compatible with frequent childbearing, or to create
work requiring large numbers of children. Programs designed
to enhance the status of women and to provide opportunities
for status other than by frequent childbearing could be
encouraged. The importance of including women in development
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eLforts was recognized in the Sahel development strategy
adopted by the Club du Sahe' at its 1977 meeting. This
recommendation could be actively supported. While not
enough is known about the determinants of fertility to
develop a detailed plan with multiple projects in the most
cost-effective manner, enough is known to plan projects in
areas associated with lowered fertility. (See ch. 6.)

Certain Sahelian states are beginning to recognize the
benefits of child spacing in improving maternal and child
health. As demand for family planning services increases
with social and economic change, ways to provide these
services can be developed.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An ambitious and costly development effort in the Sahel
is planned. We believe that planning to reach development
goals efficiently, economically, and effectively must take
into account population growth and must assess the varying
impacts of alternative growth rates. If smaller populations
than would exist at current (or increased, as is expected)
growth rates would clearly accelerate achievement of these
uals, developnment programs that seek to lower desired

family size and birth rates should be made part of overall
planning.

Our fieldwork generated concerns that interrelationships
between population growth and development were not being
given adequate consideration in Sahelian planning, and
we formally xpressed our views to the AID Administrator
on the need for the United States to encourage and support
such considerations. We did this so discussions could be
initiated at the spring 1977 meetings of the Club du Sahel
Working Group and the full Cluo meeting. AID agreed with
our observations and reported actions initiated and planned.
At the meetings, AID discussed its demographic project
(see p. 67), which was accepted by the Working Group's
synthesis and human resources teams and by CILSS. It was
agreed that this project would be coordinated with the
Sahel Institute in Mali which is to have a demographic
unit funded by AID. In addition, AID is providing a
public health doctor with family planning experience as
an expert attached to CILSS. While these actions hold
promise, generally speaking, Sahelian leaders and many
donors reportedly remain reluctant to recognize that rapid
population growth may be an obstacle to achievement of
Development goals and that action to slow growth might
be beneficial.
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In addition to the general recommendations presented
in chapter 11, we therefore recommend that the Administra-
tor, AID, in participating in the Sahel development
program:

-- Incorporate considerations of population growth-
development interrelationships as an explicit
part of AID's plans and projects and work with
other donors and the Saheiian nations to insure
that the multinational planning effort includes
such considerations.

--Vigorously pursue AID's demographic project
within the Club/CILSS context to provide sound
analysis of the impact of these interrelation-
ships and develop a capability in Sahel to
undertake such studies and utilize results in
planning for social and economic development.

--Provide and encourage support for projects that
are associated with reduced fertility, where
it is determined lower growth rates are
desirable. (See also recommendation 4 n p. 90.)

--Encourage adoption o iuJlily planning in the
context of maternal and child health programs
and other programs as appropriate.
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CHAPTER 9

LIMITED PAST EFFORTS BY AID TO INFLUENCE

POPULATION GROWTH THROUGH DEVELOPMENT

AID's emphasis during its first 12 years of population
assistance was on making family planning services available.
In the countries we visited for this review, we found
that there has been little effort by AID to influence
population growth through development assistance programs.

As part of our work, we attempted to identify develop-
ment assistance programs that are associated with lowered
fertility. We found several innovative approaches to the
population problem, as discussed in chapter 4; information
on the potential for reducing fertility through such programs
as increased female employment, female education, and income,
as discussed in chapter 6; and indications of fertility im-
pact that were not adequately documented in programs such as
the Rural Electrification Project (below) in the Philippines.

We found that AID had not taken the initiative to build
fertility measurement criteria into projects in the develop-
ment assistance areas believed to have fertility reduction
potential. AID officials recently pointed out that the state
of knowledge about fertility determinants does not provide
much in the way of seful guidance at country-specific and
project-specific levels. Thus, overall, n a country-specific
basis, there is lack of information on how and the degree
to which various ctegories of development assistance affect
fertility and on the proper mix of assistance projects for
maximum fertility impact. In regard t this problem, Popula-
tion Council officials pointed out in July 1977 that know-
ledge could best be obtained by local country experts work-
ing, collecting, and analyzing data on pilot or normal devel-
lopment projects.

We found that opinions at AID missions differed o how
and the extent to which development projects affect fe ility
and on the measures that should be taken to obtain frtility
impact information related to development projects. For
example, at one mission we were old that the cost of the
analysis for a development project population impact
stateslent would make such a statement impractical. The
imisslon in Pakistan, however, has required such a statement
on All new projects since January 1976. At another mission,
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we were told that most of the projects, such as rural
electrification and road construction, would appear to
have little interrelationship with the population effort.
The Rural Electrification Project in the Philippines,
however, is thought to have had an impact on birth rates.

We believe that these circumstances, along with the
more detailed information below, reveal the need for strong
AID initiatives and leadership directed toward achieving
a knowledge base that facilitates a unified and informed
Washington/field approach to the population problem.

LIMITED EFFORTS IN SELECTED AFRICAN,
ASIAN, AND LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES
TO INFLUENCE POPULATION GROWTH THROUGH
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

In examining aspects ot the Sahel development program,
we noted that population growth and development inter-
relationships were not adequately considered. We found no
agreement as to the impact of rapid population growth on
achievement of development goals. Unlike other countries
we visited, the Sahelian countries have not recognized
reduction of population growth rates as a beneficial
objective. The population growth rate is, generally, not
considered a variable. For example, the program goal of
food self-sufficiency focuses on changing the amount of
food produced in the future, not changing the number of
people to be fed. (See ch. 8.)

AID officials in Senegal, Mali, and Upper Volta told
us that the lack of adequate Sahelian demographic studies
would hamper t r determination of how development
projects might ffect fertility. Even though they had not
assessed the demographic implications of their projects,
the AID officials believed most of their projects were of
the type intended by what is now section 104(a) of the
Foreign Assistance Act.

They pointed out, however, that in some cases projects
that might encourage smaller family size could conflict
with existing requirements. AID officials in Senegal cited,
as an example, its Senegal women-in-development project,
proposed for the fiscal year 1978 program as a $3.6 million
3-year project. That project was designed to assist the
Government of Senegal in its programs to integrate women
into the productive economy, with improved social and
economic status, so that they could participate fully in
the nation's development. It incluided:
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-- Commercial and secretarial training.

-- Village economic activities for women.

--Intermediate technology equipment in villages.

-- Expansion of the John F. Kennedy Girls' Lycee in
Dakar.

In January 1977, however, AID headquarters in Washington
disapproved the commercial secretarial training and expan-sion of the John F. Kennedy Lycee sections because they were
aimed at the urban nonpoor rather than poor rural women.
The AID mission felt these two sections were of the type
envisioned in the proposed section 104(d) but said they
were told by AID headquarters they were not in line with
the congressionally mandated emphasis on the rural poor.

In Ghana, the government has recognized that its popu-
lation growth is impeding efforts to improve the quality of
life and the government has a population policy. Little
progress has been made, however, in affecting fertility
through development. An AID supported project in Ghana,
the Danfa Rural Health and Family Planning Poject, indi-
cates that more women accept family planning in the context
of health programs. Another project built on the premise
that development must be locally based is the Ghana Rural
Reconstruction Movement Project in the Mampong Valley.
' ese projects are discussed in chapter 4.

While family planning programs in several Asian
countries have achieved a higher degree of success than in
other parts of the world, the program in Pakistan has met
with relatively little success, even though it is one
that has had large amounts of financial assistance over
a long period of time, as discussed in chapter 3. Pakistanis one country, however, for which AID recently provided
limited assistance to the government to expand i approach
to the population problem. This assistance, which included
sponsoring consultants who analyzed the probable demographic
impact of actions contemplated in connection with the
country's 5-year plan, is discussed in chapter 4.

In Thailand, AID assistance to the population program
has been mainly in the supply of contraceptives and clinical
equipment (medical kits for intrauterine device insertions
or for sterilizations). AID has also supported training.
programmatic research, and tests of complementary (govern-
ment and commercial) channels for contraceptive distribution.
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According to AID officials in Indonesia, there is no
AID mission policy or effort to interrelate population and
socioeconomic programs. However, the program officer noted
that mission personnel are well aware of the possible inter-
relationships and this aspect is kept in mind as projects
are developed. It was also noted by AID mission officials
that most of the mission projects are regional in nature
and would therefore not be as cost effective or have the
opportunity for impact ais would a nationally oriented project.
The mission director ncted that AID's contribution to
Indonesia's development is too small to have any significant
impact on population efforts.

In Sri Lanka, where a significant decline in population
growth has been experienced even though no bilateral AID
population assistance has been provided, successive govern-
ment administrations have implemented a number of programs
designed to provide social benefits to the population. These
programs have included food and transportation subsidies, free
education and health services, land reform, and fiscal poli-
cies (tax restructures). These programs were designed to
improve the general quality of life and are thought to have
indirectly reduced fertility by affecting some of the more
important socioeconomic determinants of fertility--income,
status of women, age at marriage, and infant mortality.
Socioeconomic factors believed associated with fertility
decline are discussed in chapter 6.

In the Philippines, both the government and AID
recognize the potential for using development to influence
fertility. There had not, however, been conscious planning
or use of relevant developme t efforts to reduce fertility.
Nor has the impact of development on fertility been monitored
or evaluated by the government. Also, the AID mission is
moving very slowly in implementing AID's future directions
policy which advocates stronger efforts to reduce population
growth through development. The mission's expertise is
limited and baseline data for fertility analysis has not been
accumulated as part of project design. The mission's Develop-
merit Assistancs Program dated June 1975 stated that to change
the demand fc- children wlould require a better understanding
of fertility in the Philippines. Thus, criteria for select-
ing future projects and for assessing the impact of development
programs on fertility have not been developed.

The President of the Philippines has stated that the goal
of all of that country's development programs is to improve
the quality of life and that family planning and development
should play complementary roles in achieving this goal.
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Reliable information is needed, however, on Philippine
fertility determinants to plan and implement programs con-
sistent with AID's new population policy. Completed research
in the Philippines has identified certain relationships
between fertility and female education, employment and work
status, family income levels, and female age at marriage.
The scope of the research is extremely limited and based
on unreliable national statistics. There are, however,
major efforts in the Philippines to continue research into
fertility behavior and strengthen the data base for fertility
analysis.

In one instance, an AID mission-supported development
project in the Philippines had been evaluated to determine its
general impact on fertility. The Misamis Oriental Electric
Service Cooperative began at the request of the government
in 1967 with a feasibility study by AID and the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association. In September 1971,
the first section of the system was energized and the cooper-
ative now serves more than 7,000 members in the western
segment of Misamis Oriental Province. The northern part
of the province remains nonelectrified.

In 1976 the Research Institute for Mindanao Culture,
Xavier University, completed a survey of the social and
economic impact of electrification in rural western Misamis
Oriental. According to the Xavier University report, little
doubt exists that birth rates have declined since establish-
ing rural electrification. Although other factors, including
sampling error, could have accounted for the reduction, the
report indicated that rural electrification may have played
a part in the decrease.

The researchers recognized that delayed marriages had
contributed to the fertility decline. They believed that
electrification in western Misamis Oriental Province may have
provided for the participation of young females in the
labor force, which may have delayed marriage. The report
observed that many Third World demographers and others argue
that fertility decline will not take place until development
projects significantly affect common people and until genuine
improvements begin to appear in their social milieu. The
finding of lower fertility among users of electricity was,
therefore, considered important enough to be followed up by
additional research.

The report concluded that fertility was highest in
households below subsistence income levels. Such a finding
suggests that contraceptive .ipply programs have a greater
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impact on those families whose total income exceeds minimum
levels. This was thought to be the most important finding
of the Xavier study.

The report cautioned that because of the initial sample
size, the correlation of fertility and family income levels
needs to be researched further. A population planning project
paper, approved by the AID Administrator on August 30, 1977,
included provisions for a followup study by Xavier to in-
vestigate the rapid fertility decline in specific munici-
palities of the Misamis.

In Latin America, we visited Colombia and E1l Salvador.
In Colombia, AID mission officials stated that because of the
phaseout status of the mission, not very much could be done
to address the integration of population and development
assistance. Some development projects, however, sch as
the Small Farmer Training Program, have considered the
population issue in some way.

In El Salvador, where AID's assistance has played a
key role in creating an increased awareness of population
matters, no specific efforts have been made to analyze the
development assistance program in terms of its probable
demographic impact. xcept for the population sector,
potential demographic impact and population/development
interrelationships have not been a consideration in the
formulation of projects. The mission's "Development
Assistance Paper," however, discusses in some detail the
problem of rapid population growth as a factor in the
country's major economic and social problems.

The mission's current population and family planning
efforts are basically the same as in the past--to educate
and to distribute supplies and materials. The focus of the
program is to make contraceptive technology available to all
segments of the population. The mission, however, recognized
the need to support and work toward integrating population
and development assistance in a Jule 1977 population strategy
paper.
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CHAPTER 10

PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTING THE FUTURE DIRECTIONS POLICY

The implementation of the new section of the Foreign
Assistance Act and AID's future directions policy appears
to be facing several impediments or constraints. These
are:

-- Restrictions on the availability of funds to
accumulate, assimilate, analyze, and interpret
relevant information needed for policy formu-
lation and for the difficult and complex task
of selecting and designing the most feasible
and effective development projects affecting
fertility.

--Restricl--.is on the availability of staff resources
with expertise on population matters to become in-
volved in the policy and project selection and
development processes.

-- Limitations on AID's ability to influence the im-
pact of development on fertility in ountrie, where
AID has no bilateral programs.

AID'S PROGRAM APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN
INFLEXIBLY STRUCTURED AND FOCUSED
ON FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES

Historically, AID's population program, as uthorized by
title X of the Foreign Assistance Act, has emphasized and has
been organized to provide family planning services, on re-
quest, to less developed countries. The Office of Population
oversees the entire population program and has controlled
or strongly influenced all of AID's personnel with population
expertise and the use of the appropriated population funds.

For some time the Agency has considered a reorganization.
On August 31, 1977, the Administrator nounced plans to
move ahead with some initial reorganization. Subsequently,
the Technical Assistance Bureau and most of the Bureau for
Population and Humanitarian Assistance were merged into a
new Development Support Bureau. Under the broad plan, popula-
tion planning was to continue as an operational unit in the
Develobment Support Bureau but with greater emphasis on
strengthening he population program as it relates to other
disciplines, such as health, nutrition, and rural development.
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Some population personnel we to be transferred to regional
bureaus to strengthen project design capability.

The AID analysis described in chapter 5 recommended
increased levels of title X funding (to about $200 million
a year) but these were for increasing efforts in the six goals
of the population and family planning assistance program.
(See ch. 2.) Among other chances, thi3 would orovide for
exploration of the link between fertility and the develop-
inent process and for "piggy backing" of fmily planning com-
ponents in education, hlealth, nutrition, rlral development
or other programs, (See reconmmended nevw directions in
the title X program, ch. 5.)

Accordinq to the AID analysis, non-ti ± X programs in
food and nutrition (and broader rural dev( pment), education,
and health can affect fertility indirectly out significantly.
Except possibly for low cost health systems that include
integrated population services, the primary objectives of
these programs do not include fertility reduction, though
that may be a secondary result. The analysis made secific
suggestions as to hw these croia;s should be focused to
maximize the impact on fertility and emphasized the need
for aditional devaloinq-country->ased research in that
area. (See ch. 5.)

The new olicy states that non-Lile X finls an be used
to explore links between fertility and developi-ent nd
to assist in planning, inplenentinq, and eval.utiO oroCarans
designed to affect fertility, and it asserts that these
other forms of AID assistance an- Puhbl;- aw 4' t.nd!s will
have to be used to accomplish social n1 econonic c:l-:es
that will create the desire for snaller family ize. It on-
tains, restrictions (,.. se of title Y funds for lev-ls- ,it
proo:ans that do not have fertility rdluction s their rin-
cipal objective.

While there is opulation expertise at nany missions
overseas, we noted that virtually all of the opilation
staff in Washinton was assigned to the Office of Pooulation.
Therefore, ID's regional bureaus responsible for planning,
programinq, . 1nolementing development projects had to
look to the Office of Fopulation for expertise in efforts
to interrelate o,nulatior and development. For example,
when it became apoarent that opulation aspects of the
Sahel developmer.t oroqram were noL being addressed and when
auestions were raised as to the need for AID to include
such cor;ideratior.s in the p.u;;am, ther- was a need to
assiqn personnel with population expertise to the program.
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However, qualified personnel for assignment to this workwere apparently not available either in the AID missions
in the Sahelian countries or in AID's African Bureau inWashington, and a technician from the Office of Population
was transferred to the African Bureau to fulfill this need.

We discussed these apparent problems with the Director
of the Office of Population and with other knowledgeable
AID officials. Their views are described below.

Comments of AID officials concerning
or2anization and funding problems

The Director of the Office of Population does not per-ceive the use of development projects to influence fertilityas part of his office's population program. He said thathe would welcome such efforts and would be happy to see
other AID organizations implement them. However, he feelsfertility reduction objectives would be only a secondary
objective of the projects and he is pessimistic as to
their ultimate impact on fertility.

The Director also reiterated his view that the avail-ability of contraceptives is the most important factor
in reducing fertility. He considers four factors to becritical to the solution of population growth problems
of developing countries: (1) the elimination of teenage
pregnancies, (2) delayed marriages, (3) full availability
of contraceptives, and (4) social and peer pressures against
large families.

When we discussed a draft of this report with theDirector and his staff in December 1977, a great deal of
skepticism was expressed about the benefits and cost effec-tiveness of efforts to influence fertility through development
programs that seek to change social and economic conditions.
It appears, therefore, that the Director of the Office ofPopulation would not fully support the use of title X fundsand personnel of the Office of Population for researching,
2esigning, and planning such efforts.

The Deputy Assistant Administrator of AID's Bureau forProgram and Policy Coordination told us that the Bureauhas focused on the integration of population and development
assistance because there is no AID organizational entityoutside the Office of Population that could assure that
population and development are appropriately integrated.
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He said that basic responsibility for implementing
development projects to influence fertility will rest with
AID's regional bureaus and their missions abroad. However,
a small Washington office will be needed to provide guidance,
technical assistance, and support. The Deputy Assistant
Administrator told us that additional funds for research would
be needed and that funds would also be needed at the mission
level for project implementation.

Another official from AID's Bureau for Program and
Policy Coordination expressed the belief that responsibility
for the policy's implementation should be assigned to a
specific AID organization. That official mentioned several
arrangements, as alternatives to the Office of Population,
that might be used. These were (1) a special office to
be established in the ureau for Program and Policy Coordina-
tion, (2) another office to be established within the Bureau
of Population and Humanitarian Assistance, 1/ or (3) an
office to be established within the Technical Assistance
Bureau. 1/ What this official envisioned was a small office
that would assign individuals to be responsible for policy
implementation, including related research, in each of
AID's four geographic areas. Other staff would seek new
initiatives for application of the policy. The official
recognized that this was a modest organizational concept
and expressed the view that all personnel in all of ID's
bureaus should be concerned with the policy's implementation,
but that responsibility should be explicitly assigned to
the new organization described.

Concerning the quevtion of funding, the official from
the Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination believes that
about $5 million would be needed for research in the first
year of implementation and about $5 million for "piqqy-back"
projects for that initial year. The size of .hat budget
would increase to a high of about $20 million by the mid-
1980s. These funds would be separate from those authorized
by title X, but some of the funds allocated to the Office
of Population might be needed.

We also discussed the organization and funding problems
with te Director of the State Department's Office of Popula-
tion Afairs. e supoorts the view that resources authorized
by tille X should not be used to fund development projects.

1/AID's November 1977 reorganization merged these two
bureaus into a new Development SlDnort Bureau.
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However, he believes that there is an absence of adequate
knowledge concerning the determinants of fertility and
that additional funding will be needed for such study and
research.

Another official from AID's Office of Population--the
Director of that Office's Policy Development Division--told
us that there are only a few people in AID's missions that
are capable of performing the work involved in carrying out
the future directions policy. He felt that there was also
a need to develop more specific knowledge relating to the
determinants and correlates of fertility and that more study
and research on the subject is needed. Such study and
expertise needs to be country-specific in his view and should
be carried out at mission levels. He expressed the view that
research funds available under title X would be adequate and
could be used for these purposes. This official expressed
the view that the future directions policy is complementary
to the objectives of title X and that it could be made a
responsibility of the Office of Population. He estimated
that additional funds would be needed for staffing the
function within that Office.

If the Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination is
given responsibility in this area, the Director of the
Office of Population's Policy Development Division would
want that Bureau's role limited to policy promulgation,
reviewing and reporting on implementation progress, and
identifying AID-wide projects. However, the Office of
Population would be the substantive technical office that
would carry out research and provide staff expertise.

There is a divergence of views within AID as to the
use of funds authorized by title X (see pp. 3 and 4) for
the purposes of section 104(d). While the language of
title X does not specifically address the type of activities
envisioned by section 104(d), we believe that the funds
authorized by that title can and should be made available
for the planning and programing of such activities and for
related research.

Comments of AID mission officials
concerning poly implementation

Many AID missions have expressed their desire to cooper-
ate in implementation of the new policy. The missions are
concerned with the work level implicit in its implementation
and have expressed a need for data that would assist them
in developing and carrying out its intent.
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Officiais in Senegal, Mali, and Uoper Volta aidl thatthey did not ave the staff expertise to repare neaningful
ponulation impact statements for development orojects. Itwas suggested that a opulation/demoaraphic expert night
be assigned to the regional support office to assist themissions or that experts night be assistned to the missions
for short periods.

In the Philippines most AID mission officials outsidethe family planning sector were not familiar with ID's
1976 future directions circular. We were told that funds
were not available for developing adeauate baseline data
to gage project results. However, the mission has proposed
funding an economic and social imoact analysis project in
fiscal year 1978 to research the economic development progressand the factors affecting the costs and relative success of
development activities.

Mfission officials in the Philippines believe that a opu-
lation impact analysis would be valuable in evaluating develcD-
ment projects. They cautioned, however, that the usefulness
of imoact analysis would depend greatly on mission staff
expertise and the adequacy of the roject data base.

The AID mission in El Salvador stressed the need for
increased training for staff not directly involved in popula-
tion programs.

HOW AID CAN INFLUENCE FERTILITY
THROUGH DEVELOPMENT IN COUNTRIES
WHERE IT HAS NO BILATERAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS

There are a number of countries with serious population
growth problems in which the United States does not have ID
missions or bilateral rograms. For example, there are noAID missions in Mexico, India, and Brazil, and, in other
countries such as Colombia, the mission is "hasing out."

In many of these countries, the United States has pro-vided pooulation assistance through intermediaries. AID has
provided funds to international private sector organizations,
such as IPPF, and to multilateral organizations of the United
Nations through its contributions t UNFPA. These were title
X funds centrally controlled by AID's Office of Population,
and, in the past, they have been used principally to provide
family planninq assistance.
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We believe that there is a need for development
activities in these countries to focus on optimizing their
impact on fertility. Since AID's future directions policy
does not ddress this need, we believe that attention will
have t be given to assuring that U.S. pcpulation assistance
and other assistance to intermediaries involved in development
and family planning activities in these countries is also
directed toward influencing fertility through development.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The world population has quadrupled from about 1 billion
in 1830 to over 4 billion. At the current growth rate, the
world population could double in less than 40 years.

About 70 percent of the world's inhabitants live in
developing countries, and it is in these countries that growth
rates (the difference between irth and death rates) are the
highest. This rapid growth has adversely affected the aail-
ability of food, education, and health services; it hasincreased unemployment, depleted natural resources, and
it has led to political and civil disorder.

U.S. economic assistance programs, as administered by
AID, seek to impLove the level of well-being of the people
of developing countries, particularly the rural Door, by
helping to increase the supply of goods and services, sup-
porting their equitable distribution, and (through family
planning programs) imiting the number who must share.

Voluntary fertility reduction has been among the more
important means encouraged by AID for achieving individual
well-bein, in developing countries. This program, authorized
by title X of the Foreign Assistance Act and overseen by
AID's Office of Population, has for the past 12 years focused
mainly on making family planning services and information
available.

About $1 billion has been made available for AID's
population programs. A major part of these funds has been
used to support family planning and related programs of the
United Nations, private international organizations, and
universities that are dealing with population problems of
developing countries. These funds have also been used by
AID issions abroad to provide support to the family planning
programs of the governments of the developing countries.

Although this report is not a chronicle or an evaluation
of the performance of AID's Office of Popalation, the efforts
of that office have contributed significantly Lo increasing
world awareness of population growth problems and to making
progress in lowering birth rates. In calling for the in-
tegration of population and development assistance to
influence fertility, this report is not implyinq that the
family planning activities of AID should be reduced or dis-
continued. However, we believe it is now time to restructure
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U.S. development assistance programs, as appropriate, in ways
that encourage smaller families. Such a new direction would
enhance AID's ability to help slow world population growth.

CONCLUSIONS

The impact of family plenning assistance, started on
a mass scale in the late 1960s, is difficult to assess.
Although there has been progress, growth rates have not
fallen fast enough to stabilize world population at desirable
levels. (lf current trends continue, according to the World
Bank, replacement level fertility may not be reached until
2020, which could lead to a stabilized world population of
11 billion.) Despite the increasing availability of family
planning services, such services are now available to less
than half the women in developing countries (excluding the
Peoples' Republic of China) according to the Office of Popu-
lation. The possibility of achieving population stability
through the provision of family planning services alone, how-
ever, is being questioned by many authorities

Most family planning experts believe that population
stability would require contraceptive use by about 60 to
70 percent of the reproductive-age women. We did not, how-
ever, find prevalence approaching this magnitude in any of
the developing countries we visited.

AID has stated that family planning programs and infor-
mation alone may not bring birth rates in developing countries
down to target levels and that reductions in average family
size ay be achieved faster when family planning services
and information are provided in association with appropriate
development policies and programs. Other authorities have
also recognized the limitations of family planning programs
in the absence of social and economic change and have advo-
cated development programs that encourage smaller families
as a means of reducing fertility.

An increasing awareness of the need for social and econo-
mic change that would make smaller families more desirable
was manifested in international forums such as the 1974 World
Population Conference and the 1975 Women's Year Conference.
Indeed the dominant theme of the World Population Conference
was development. The general consensus was that population
policies should be an integral part of development policies.
The U.S. position at the conference was that both rapid social
and economic development and strenuous population policies
and programs were required to bring growth rates into balance
with the rate of economic and resource development.
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Despite the widespread recognition of the need to

interrelate and integrate development and population assis-

tance to developing countries AID appears to have segregated
these forms of assistance. As previously stated, its efforts

to provide population assistance have focused mainly on pro-
viding family planning services and information, although
there have been instances when such services have been pro-
vided in conjunction with health, nutrition, and related

programs. We found, however, that AID has made little effort
or progress in the use of development programs to influence

fertility.

A recent AID analysis of the Agency's population effort
resulted in a shift in its policy toward greater emphasis
on achieving fertility reduction through social and economic
change. This future directions policy, announced in July
1976, recognized an approach involving xploration of the
links between fertility and development, and sharply increased
attenti., to the potential impact of other development pro-
grams and policies on fertility, This was characterized as

a broader and more ambitious approach and a substantial change
in AID program emphasis.

Moreover, AID was instrumental in the inclusion in 1977

of section 104(d) in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,
as amended. That section requires the identification of the

potential impact of development assistance projects on

fertility. The section requires hat appropriate develop-
ment projects be des gned to red-xv, fertility and authorizes
studies of this complex subject.

While AID plans more effective integration of population
and development programs in an attempt to make family planning

more acceptable and appealing, the Agency's new policy and

the provisions of section 104(d) have yet to be implemented.

AID has not given sufficient emphasis to developing
knowledge of the determinants of fertility, and not enough
is known about fertility-influencing LIatcs to plan' the

country-specific mix of projects tat would contribute most

to fertility reduction goals. In addition, the limited re-
search on the subject in the past is considered to have been

somewhat "academic bound" and to have depended too much on the
researchers to provide what AID wanted. It is now time for

AID to assess actual development projects for their impact
on fertility and to conduct fertility surveys in conjunction
with pilot projects.
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The United States is involved in a multibillion dollar,multidonor, long-range program to develop the Sahel. AIDsaid in early 1977 that a $10 billion, 10- to 15-year prograinwas envisaged, with the U.S. share totaling $1 bllion to$2 billion. 1/ The program illustrated the need for moreaggressive AIn efforts to interrelate population and develop-ment activities. We found that in general the m;ltinationalWorking Group teams and ot'ers involved in drafting develop-ment strategies were not giving adeauate attention to theimplications of population growth for achievement of develop-ment goals or to the impact that development could have onfertility. When we brought the matter: to AID's attention,it advised us of plans to intensify efforts to promote betterunderstanding among field missions, fellow donors, andSahelian leaders of the wide range of activities includedunder the heading "population," and the relationship fthese to the total development effort.

Potential impediments or constraints to the effectiveimplementation of AID's future directions policy havebeen identified. There is no organization i.n AID specific-ally dedicated to dealing with efforts to 1cwer fertilitythrough development nor are there any financial resourcesspecifically appropriated for such projects. It is notyet clear how the proposed Agency-wide reorganizationplan, discussed in chapter 10, will affect these impediments
Resources for the population program in AID are thoseauthorized by title X, and these have been allocated codeal primarily with the provision of family planning servicesto developing countries. Historically, the Office ofPopulation has overseen the entire population program andcontrolled or strongly influenced all of the Agency's Perron-nel with population expertise and the use of appropriatedpopulation program funds.

Discussions with officials in AID led us t believethat these circumstances may result in restrictions onthe availability of funds and personnel needed (1) to obtainand effectively utilize relevant information needed forguiding AID's efforts to affect fertility through developmentand (2) to assure that the most feasible and effectivedevelopment projects affecting fertility are undertaken.

1/The Foreign Assistance and Related Programs AppropriationsAct, 1978, limited the U.S. share to a maximum of 10 per-cent.
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Another problem that will require AID's attentionis to find ways of assuring that U.S. resources rovidedto intermediaries involved in development and family planningactivities are used to the extent feasible to affect fertilitythrough development.

AID's limited past efforts to interrelate its developmentand population assistance efforts and to develop a bodyof useful knowledge on the relevant linkages, despite oppor-tunities to do so, indicated a need for more dynamic leader-;hip within AID, dedicated to changino social and economicconditions to affect fertility in developing countries.

We believe that the past history of AID's populationassistance efforts and the views of officials that havedirected and implemented those efforts clearly show thatresponsibility for the effective implementation of AID'sfuture directions policy must be placed within an organi-zational structure and under leadership dedicated to theintegration of population and development assistance andto the greater involvement of the regional bureaus andfield missions in thvse matters. It is our view that AIDmust take such actions it it expects to effectively implementthe requirements of section 104(d).

We recognize that these activities are complex andthat their impact on fertility may Inot be reali~-zd in ashort time. It is therefore important that AID move aheadexpeditiously with an integrated approach to efforts toslow population growth.

Resources must be applied to carry out analyses andto help plan projects needed to achieve fertility reductiongoals through development. Moreover, all impediments tosecuring appropriated population funds and agency expertisefor these purposes need to be specifically identified andeliminated. We also believe that the development and utili-zation of mission level expertise is essential to the suc-cess of such an expanded approach to the population problem.

AGENCY COMMENTS

We gave a draft of this report to the Secretary ofState and the Administrator, Agency for International Devel-opment, on November 17, 1977, for their comments,

We later held a number of meetings with AID officialsto discuss the draft repoct. These officials provided
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us with updated information and suggestions for clarification.
As a result of this dialogue, we modified the report as
we deemed appropriate. On December 21, 1977, we provided
AID officials with a revised draft.

In February 1978 the Agency Auditor General, on behalf
of the Administrator, provided AID's formal response. (See
app. V1.) AID basically agreed with the principal thrust
and conclusions of the report. It also described recent
actions initiated or planned to broaden AID's population
program. These actions are in accord with the views ex-
pressed in this report and the requirements of section
104(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.

Department of State officials agreed with the substanice
of the report and verbally advised us that they did not see
a need to respond to it in writing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We believe AID's initiative in proposing legislation
which the Congress enacted in 1977 with modifications as
section 104(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act, as amended,
was an important step toward more effectively meeting
fertility reduction objectives. However, it is our view
that action must be taken to remove or mitigate the effects
of the implementation constraints identified in our review.
Accordingly, we recommend that the Administrator of AT D,
in conjunction with reorganization plans now underway:

1. Establish an crganizational structure in the Develop-
ment Support Bureau t provide leadership and to coordinate
all categories of assistance designed to lower fertility
in developing countries. This structure should provide
for family planning and other types of assistance now admin-
istered by the Cffice of Population and for intensive par-
ticipation in designing and evaluating the development
activities envisioned by section 104(d). The Administrator
should also assure that positions of leadership and those
with responsibility for social and economic activities
are staffed by personnel who will provide inspiration and
direction to AID's efforts to achieve fertility reduction
goals through social and economic change.

2. Identify and seek to eliminate any intra-Agency
restraints on the availability and effective use of resources
needed to carry out policy-relevant analyses and to help
plan projects to achieve fertility reduction goals through
social and economic change.
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3. Establish within the regional bureaus and at themission level, where appropriate, a capability to identifyprograms and projects that could contribute to loweringfertility and to work with the Development Support Bureaupopulation office to design and implement such projects.

4. Require that gaps in knowledge concerning determinantsof fertility be identified in order to develop a comprehensiveoutline to guide efforts to obtain needed data. On thebasis of the outline, require the regional bureaus, inconjunction with the population office, to:

-- Assess completed development projects believedassociated with lowered fertility.

-- Buiid demographic reporting requirements intoselected development Projects.

-- Support field pilot studies in instances whereknowledge g-po exist.

The purpose of these activities would be to develop knowledge,methodologies, techniques, etc., for effective country-specific planning of fertility-influencing projects.

5. Encourage discussions within international organi-zations and private and voluntary organizations engaged indevelopment or population activities to influence their par-ticipation, to the extent feasible, in efforts to reducefertility through development. Such private and multi-lateral efforts should include encouragement of developingcountries to incorporate fertility reduction objectivesin social and economic development plans, particularlyin countries in which AID has no bilateral populationassistance programs.

Recommendations pertaining to the Sahel developmentplan are listed on pdges 69 and 70.
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SAHEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DROUGHT AND RELIEF EFFORT

The Sahelian nations of Chad, Mali, Mauritania, Niqer,
Senegal. and Upper Volta lie in a belt across Africa some
2,600 miles lnq. Inhabited largely by nomadic herdsmen
and subsistence farmers, the region is one of the poorest
in the world. Socioeconomic conditions are described inappendix IV.

In most of these countries, aariculture is the mainstay
of the economy but is hampered by j.,- and erratic rainfall
and frequent droughts. During the 1950s and 1960s, generally
average and good rains encouraged pople to raise more cattle,
which led to overgrazing and depletion of some good areasand to cultivation of marginal land. Growing population size
led to increased urban demand for firewood, so more wood was
cut. The long drought of 1968-73, with resulting crop fail-ures and the spectre of human starvation on a large scale,
underlined the fragile relationship between land and popula-
tion in the Sahel. Although per capita income for all devel-
oping Africa increased fromn $203 in 1972 to $249 in 1974,in Sahel it rose only from $118 to $120 in the same period.

World attention to the problem sharpened in 1972: massstarvation was reported. National and international donors
engaged in relief activities, 1/ in adition to regular pro-
grams.

The United States alone provided over $230 million inemergency relief (primarily food) and rehabilitation assis-
tance. AID estimated that as many as 100,000 people died fromstarvation and drought-related causes, groups were displaced,
the basic wealth of the region (i.e. cattle and farms) wasdevastated, and export earnings fell. Pressures increased
as population grew from 20.7 million in 1965 to aout 27
million in 1976. Urbanization trends accelerated.

AID's involvement

Even while approving emergency aid, the Congress was
urging U.S. agencies to take a lead in organizing an inter-
national development program. In fiscal year 1976, the
Congress authorized $5 million to start coordination and

1/We reviewed this relief effort in a report entitled "Needfor an International Disaster Relief Agency" (ID-76-15),
May 5, 1976.
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planning and instructed the President to submit a com-
prehensive proposal to the responsible congressional
committees by April 30, 1976. In this report, "Proposal
for a Long-Term Comprehensive Development Program for the
Sahel: Major Findings and Prograr..s," AID noted two assump-
tions underlying the development program. They were:

-- Without basic changes in production systems, the
growing Sahelian opulations would require even
greater quantities of international aid just to
survive.

--Given the underutilized resources (potential for
dry land and irrigated agriculture), a trans-
formation of these productive capacities would be
possible if enough aid is provided.

Studies by the Massachusetts Institute of Technoligy and
the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization also cncluded
that it was technologically possible for the region, with
external aid, to produce food for the population projected
for the close of the Twentieth Century. 1/

Club du Sahel

The inaugural meeting of the Cl.ub du Sahel took place
in March 1976, in Dakar, Senegal. The Sahelin states and
major donors 2/ agreed to join in this Club, through which
they would plan together to reach the goals noted on page 58.
AID, under congressional guidance, has strongly supported a
cooperative effort, as has the Chairman of the Development
Assistance Committee of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). Likewise, the Sahelian
states individually and through their regional organization--
The Permanent Interstate Committee for Drought Control in the

1/FAO used 1990, whereas the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology used 2000 as the target years.

2/Some 12 donor nations and 28 international organizations,
suich as the United Nations and the Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa, attended
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Sahel (CILSS), 1/ recognized the benefits of the Club mechan-
ism.

At the March 1976 meetinq, the Club agreed to create
a Working Group under the chairmanship of the CILSS to
prepare a medium- and long-term economic and social develop-
ment strategy and program. At its first meeting in June 1976,the Working Group set up a matrix of nine teams 2/ to studyproductive sectors and cross-sector programs. There is also
a synthesis team. A:ssd on papers provided by the teams,
the synthesis team prepared a strategy paper, which was
approved by the CILSS council of ministers and, subsequently,
at the second Club du Sahel meeting held May 30 to June 1,1977, in Ottawa, Canada.

Assistance levels

According to AID, assistance by all donors to theSahelian countries through the Club is planned at about
$1 billion a year by 1980. (Exact commitments of the
various donors ae not known, but AID officials stated that
the U.S. share of assistance is planned at 10 to 15 percentand will be no more than 20 percent. 3/ This represents a
major increase in aid. Assistance (noncommunist) to
the Sahel in 1974, for example, totaled about $755 million.
Commitments for 1976, as prepared for the Club du Sahel by
OECD staff, are shown on the following page.

1/CILSS is an eight-country African organization established
because of the drought. The Gambia and CaPe Verde Islands
now belong, as well as Chad, Mali, auritania, Niger, Senegal,
and Upper Volta. CILSS became he ajor African group forcoordinating and designing and, in concert with the Western
donor community, planning for the subsequent relief, reha-
bilitation, and long-term development activities in the Sahel.

2/At the second Club du Sahel meeting in 1977 it was agreed
to reduce the number of teams to six (agricultural pro-
duction, livestock, fisheries, ecology, human resources,
and transport). Each team is headed by a Sahelian
representative; a donor representative and CILSS expert
are rapporteurs. These individuals, plus two members eachfrom the Club du Sahel and CILSS Secretariats, form a
synthesis team.

3/See p. 87, footnote /.
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Amount Percent
(note ) of total

(millions)

France $236.79 28.0European Economic Community 176.87 20.0World Bank Group (note b) 103.00 12.0OPEC countries (note c) 75.94 9.0
Germany 72.01 8.0United States 39.59 5.0African Development Bank 44.40 5.0The Netherlands 35.00 4.0Canada 32.77 4.0United Nations/United Nations 22.56 3.0Development Program only
United Kingdom 12.71 1.0Other DAC members 3.39 0.3Switzerland 3.12 0.3

Total $858.15 d/100.0

a/Figures are tentative and incomplete

b,/International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and International Development Association.

c/Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

d/Total rounded.

AID assistance to the Sahel in fiscal year 1977 wasprovided through bilateral and regional programs. Beginningin fiscal year 1978, AID began funding increasing amounts ofassistance through a special Sahel development programappropriation. These projects are those planned through theClub du Sahel. For fiscal year 1978, the Sahel developmentprogram appropriation was $50 million. Appropriations forother Sahel projects were $32 million that year; these areongoing projects in areas in which AID is ahead of CILSS/Clubdu Sah-l, such as family planning. The Foreign Assistance Actof 1961, as amended, authorized $200 million, with no morethan $50 million to be appropriated in fiscal year 1978.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON. C,.C. Z0523

FFe 17 179

Mr. J. K. Fasick
Director
International Division
United States General Accounting Office

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Fasick:

Thank you for providing the draft report to the Congress

"Influencing Fertility Through Social and Economic Change

in Developing Countries--A New Direction for U.S. Assistance"

for Agency comment. Since receipt of your draft, a productive

working relationship with your staff has resulted in the

modification of portions of the report which we felt were in

need of clarification and the inclusion of more current data

in certain instances. This effort should contribute to a

better understanding of the complex subject dealt with in your

analysis 

The Agency is basically in agreement with the principal thrust

and conclusions of the report. As indicated in our attached

comments, this Administration has from its installation begun

tc implement policies aimed at these objectives.

Sincerely,

bert L. Beck gton
Auditor General

Attachments: a/s
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Comments on the Draft GAO Report Entitled:
Influencing Fertility Through Social and
Economic Change in Developing Countries--A
New Direction for U.S. Assistance

I. Basic Agreement

A.I.D. agrees with the principal conclusions of the report:

-- That over the years development programs managed by A.I.D.have not considered fully enough the possibilities for adaption which
might stimulate reduced fertility over the longer run.

-- That future development programs should take such concernsinto account whenever feasible so that family planning programs andother development efforts complement one another.

-- That the focus of A.I.D.'s population program on availability ofsupplies and services should be blended more vigorously and imaginativelyinto a broader program as part of an over-all developmental plan.

-- That increased levels of research on the vial and economicdeterminants of fertility should be undertaken s hat practicalmethods can be developed to stimulate the desire or smaller families.

-- That structural changes within A.I.D. should be made to createan ongoing means to continually stimulate such ntegrated planning,programming and research.

-- That efforts should be expanded to improve the data upon which
fertility levels, contraceptive prevalance and other demographic factorsare judged, thereby providing a better basis upon which to judge degreesof progress.

-- That A.I.D. should work with other public and private donororganizations to further these objectives.

II. Additional Major Points

The following points need to be considered so that the Report will becomplete and there will not be misunderstanding about its basic thrust:

-- First, in early 1977 A.I.D. began a series of efforts relatingto most, if not all, of the conclusions of the Report outlined inSection I above. Some of the key actions and new programs are listed
below. While there may not have been time to describe those developments,
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which occurred in most cases after the major portion of GAO fact-findingwas completed in early 977, but before discussion of the Report byGAO with A.I.D. officials, the picture is not current unless thesedevelopments are noted and unless it is seen how they lend support tomany of the po:.nts put forth in the Report.

-- Second, as A.I.D. sees the challenge in the population field,the issue goes beyond the interplay of programs which emphasizeavailability and efforts to utilize other development programs toaffect fertility. A.I.D. needs to emphasize more effectively pro-grams that will directly enhan e demand for family planning, as wellas the longer-term vital components such as education, employment andthe status of women. Examples of such short-term factors are thedegree of stzong commitment of national leadership in an LDC,
utilization of mass media in ways that effect motivation, and theextent of community involvement. For example, Indonesia has shown thatat least one large LDC can diminish the population growth rate piorto major impact of change in the longer-term social and economic milieuby combining widespread availability with strong natic i1 leadershipand vigorous community organization.

III. Recent Actions in A.I.D. to build a broadly-based program

As mentioned in Section II above, the present Administration of A.I.D.began, shortly after its installation, accelerated efforts to broadenthe Agency's population program, with continued emphasis on availabilityand with added emphasis on stimulating increased demand for servicesthrough short-term programs as well as through stimulation of long-termconditions which can affect fertility. These efforts include:

A. OCrganization

As indicated in the GAO analysis the Agency was in the process ofreorganization as the report was being completed. Thus, certainimportant details were not available until this time, but are nevertheless
relevant to the present concern. Specifically;

-- Geographic Bureau technical staffs are being strengthened toinclude population specialists insuring the inclusion of this importantperspective in the development of bilateral assistance program. Thesestaffs will be supported by specialists in the Development SupportBureau (DSB)---both from the Office of Population and from other DSBtechnical offices when appropriate.
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-- The Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination (PPC) has included
instruction on the incorporation of population and fertility reduction
facets in non-family planning programs in program policy guidance sent
to field missions. PPC will also add a fertility determinants component
to its inter-sectoral and economic policy research portfolio, supple-
menting efforts managed by the Office of Population in the Bureau for
Development Support. DSB and PPC are working collaboratively on both
of these matters.

-- The Bureau for Development Support (DSB) has created an internal
structure which provides a focus for an inter-sectoral approach to
fertility reduction which extends beyond the Office of Population.
Through the creation of a Deputy Assistant Administrator for Human
Resources Development, the principal inter-sectoral areas of health,
education and population will be welded. Through senior staff dialogue
on common problems, the Assistant Administrator of the Bureau is
already -eginning to focus this concern. The Assistant Admnristrator
suggested the creation of a Health/Population/Nutrition Coordinating
Group six months ago, even before the creation of the nev DB, and
the new Bureau is pursuing such mechanisms to coordinate present and
planned activities.

B. Efforts to Improve Data

-- The Bureau for Development Support through its Population
Office's Demographic Division has recently initiated a project to
collect data on prevalence of use of contraception. It is continuing
7upport for the World Fertility Survcy .;.Lich is providing substantial
data on the factors associated with fr.itility and fertility regulating
behavior and for a project with the East West Center to assist countries
of Asia and the Pacific Basin in the collection and analysis of data.
It is also continuing assistance on the improvement of ital registra-
tion systems and census programs. A new project scheduled for FY 1978
funding will assist countries to arry out demographic surveys and a
proposed FY 1979 project will focus on the special situition in Africa
where institutions to collect and analyze data are lcss advanced than
in other regions.

-- A project to assist countries with multi-purpose, multi-round
surveys in rJ.onse to Section 132(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act
has been designed.

-- A.I.D. contracted with the National Academy of Sciences to
evaluate data collection and analysis methodology, providing the demo-
graphic and development "communities" with an objective outside group
for the resolution of problems.
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C. Policy and Planning

After a period of developing a methodology, the Agency initiated lastwinter and accelerated in 1977 a multi-year nopulation program strategyeffort aned at intergrating all components of U.S. initiative into a
logical framework for action--taking into account the efforts of the
host country and other donors. In addition to initial efforts in
Pakistan, E1 Salvador and Morocco, A.T.D. joined forces with the World
Bank and the UNFEA to assure further collaboration of effort in
Bangladesh.

D. Donor Collaboration

In addition to the strategy effort in Bangladesh, A.I.D. took theinitiative with the President of the World Bank, the Director of the
UNFPA and the President of the Ford Foundation to stimulate policy
level dialogue aimed at improved operational cooperation--particularly
between the major donors. A.I.D. participated actively in a meeting
in London hosted by the World Bank to consider the broad range of donor
coordination mechanisms. A.I.D. has been engaged in a series of
meetings with counterparts in the Bank to exchange ideas on population
programs in specific countries including Pakistan, Philippines,
Bangladesh, Egypt, Thailand and Mexico.

E. Budgeting

During the recent internal Agency eview of budget proposals prior to
completion of the FY 1979 program request, now before the Congress,
changes were made which placed additional emphasis on fertility deter-
minants research and the concerns of section 104(d). Through the use
of Zero Based Budgeting techniques, these programs were accorded higher
relative priority than had been the case in the past. As a direct
result of these reviews:

-- funds were approved during the last months of FY 1977 for e,.
socio-economic research projects on the determinants of fertility and
a number of additional projects are being processed; and

-- almost $3.0 million was added to the UNFPA contribution for1977 in order to enable hat organization to increase its initiatives
in maternal/child health/child spacing activities in Africa.
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F. Operations

Both adjustments of existing activities and new initiatives in
addition to those mentioned above have been undertaken in recent
months. For example the possibility of expanding the use of World
Fertility Survey data and possibly the lnternaional Statistical
Institute as a "wholesale" agent for such research in broader socio-
economic and fertility determinants research is being explored.
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PRINCIPAL AID OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Appointed or
confirmed

ADMINISTRATOR:
John J. Gilligan 

Mar. 1977Daniel Parker Oct 1973John A. Hannah 
Mar. 1969

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR,
BUREAU FOR DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT (note a):
Sander Levin May 1977Allen R. Furman (acting) Mar. 1977Fred O. Pinkham Apr. 1976Alien R. Furman (acting) Mar. 1976Henry S. Hendler (acting) Feb. 1976Harriet Crowley (acting) Feb. 1975Jerald A. Kieffer July 1972

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POPULATION,
BUREAU FOR DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT:
R. T. Ravenholt 

July 1972

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR, BUREAU
FOR AFRICA:
Goler T. Butcher Apr. 1977Stanley C. Scott, Jr. Nov. 1975

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SAHEL AND
FRANCOPHONE WEST AFRICA:
David Shear June 1974

MISSION DIRECTOR, COLOMBIA:
James Megellan 

Nov. 1975

MISSION DIRECTOR, EL SALVADOR:
Peter Askin (acting) Nov. 1977Philip R. Schwab (acting) July 1977Edwin A. Anderson Aug. 1973

a/Before 1977 the Office f Population was within the Bureaufor Population and Humanitarian Assistance. The activitiesof that Bureau were merged into the new Bureau for Develop-ment Support.
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Appointed or
confirmed

MISSION DIRECTOR, INDONESIA:
Thomas C. Niblock Aug. 1975

COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, MALI:
Ronald D. Levin Nov. 1974

MISSION DIRECTOR, PAKISTAN:
Richard M. Cashin June 1977
Joseph C. Wheeler Aug. 1969

MISSION DIRECTOR, PHILIPPI'3'
Peter M. Cody Dec. 1976
Garnett A. Zimmerly July 1975

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OFFICER,
SENEGAL:
Norman M. Schoonover Sept. 1974

AID REPRESENTATIVE, SRI LANKA:
Thomas M. Arndt Aug. 1976

COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER,
UPPER VOLTA:
John A. Hoskins Aug. 1974

MISSION DIRECTOR, THAILAND:
Charles L. Gladson July 1976

(156518)
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